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Young Wild West and the Sand Hill "Terrors''
Or, THE ROAD-AGENTS OF THE SANTA FE TRAIL
By AN OLD SCOUT

CHAPTER I.-On the Santa Fe Trail.
Young Wild West and his friends were riding
along the old Santa Fe trail in New ~exico one
afternoon, a few years ago, when tnmgs were
not in such a settled condition throughout the
wild West as at present. At the time of which
we write a part of the historic old trail was still
used by stage coaches to tra7:-sport trave~ers and
theil' baggage over a fifty-mile stretch, m order
to connect thE:m with the railroads. It is a rather
wild spot where we find our dashing young he1·0
and his companions, who had passed through so
many thrilling dangers with him. But wild spots
wer~ numeTous, and they were just what they
ahvavs lookecl for. Young Wild West and .Tim
Dart" were boys ·w110 had been bo.rn and reared in
the West, and they had learned to shoot a:nd ride
when they were "So small that they could hardly
hold a gun out straight. It was the same with
Cheyenne Charlie, the experien~ed ~cout and Indian fighter. Though rough m his• ways and
very bitter against bad Indians and white outlaws, he was a kindly man and ever bent upon
doing what was Tight.
Beth Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were
pl'Oud to call Young Wild West their leader, and
he was ·glad to call them his partners. With
these three noted Western characters at the time
our story opens were Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, and Arietta Murdock and Eloise
Gardner, the girl-sweethearts of Young Wild
West and Jim Dart. For the past two or three
years the girls, as the three always spoke of
them, had traveled much with the dashing young
he:ro and his partners as they went about the
wilds of the West, searching for adventure and
fo1·tune. Danger had ceased to be a terror to
them, and never were they happier than when
they were living an outdodr life 1n Dame Nature's own domain. The party looked rather picturesque in the fancy hunting costumes they
wore, and leading the little procession was Young
Wild West and his charming sweetheart Arietta
at his side, while two Chinamen leading pack
horses brought up the rear. The latter two were
as innocent in appearance as Celestials could be,
but one of them, in particular, was not exactly
what he looked.
They were brothern, and bore the names of Hop
Wah an1 Wing Wah, and though they looked as
much alike as two peas, that was as fa:r as it
went. Wing, who was the cook for the party,

was just an ordinary Chinee, willing to work,
~10nest and :('ond of sleeping when l,e had nothmg else to do. Hop was a mugician, who could
perform all sorts of mystifying, as well as conucal, sleight-of-hand tricks, and he was also a
pl'Ofessional card sharp. This much for 'the p;:esent_. As the P'.1rty struck a narrow defile through
which the trail led Young Wild West turil.ed in
the sadclle and said to his partners:
"Boys, I reckon this must be the place ,vl:e,:e
the l'Oad agents have a fashion of holding up
travelei ' now and then. It is just the kind of
place fo1 such business."
"Right yer are, Wild," the scout answered.
"But I reckon there ain't so much tn"velin' here
• as there used ter be. It wouldn't ba,·dly pay a
band of road agents ter foller up ther· business
here now."
"I don't know about that," spoke up Jim Dart.
'.'By the looks of the trail, there is lots of travel~ng done. And then it was reported at Santa Fe
Just before we left that there had been a holdup somewhere along here, and that the road
agents made a big haul, after shootin_g the driver
of the stage dead and wounding one of the passengers"
"That's right_, Jim; that was the report, sure
enough. That is one reason why I took a notion
to ride over the old Santa Fe trail. We haven't
met any real road agents in some time, and if
there are any here I want to see them."
"Maybe you won't like them if you do happen
her
to meet them, Wild," said Arietta, tossino0
golden head. "If there js a - band of the m i'n
these parts, and they have heard of you they
'
will be glad to meet you, too."
;"ig;ht, Et," was the laughing reply.
" "Th~t's
I can t help it If I h?'ve a way of hunting down
such galoots. I do It for two reasons: First
because I like the excitement of it, and, second'
°?ecause I. am ben~fitin-g mankind in general by
It. Charlie and Jim seem to think the same as
I do, too."
The trail was dusty, and though it was late in
the fall qf the year, it was very hot. As they
rode through the defile not a breath of air seemed to be stirring. The scout mopped his brow
· with his b~ndana handk~rchief and, turning to
th~ two Chmamen, he grmned and said:
. How are you heathen galoots makin' out? Is
1t warm enough fur yer?"
"Lillee warm, so be, Misler Charlie," answered
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Hop, the cleverer one of the two. "Allee samee
likee tea garden in China."
"Well, I reckon it is about hot enough here ter
brew tea. All yer would have ter do would be
ter put some tea in a pot of water an' let her
5tand in ther sun."
There was a smile at this, for the scout had a
way of talking that was more comical sometimes
than what his words implied. Just how long
the defile was they did not know, but when they
had proceeded for a couple of miles and there was
no change to it they began to wish for the end
of it. It was just about then that they heard the
clatter of hoofs, and instantly they were all attention. The practiced ears of all hands told
them that a horseman was approaching, and that
they would meet him in a few seconds. This
. proved to be the case. Around a turn came a
rider, who was evidently a cowboy, by the style
of his dress, and as he saw the party he at once
slackened the pace of his broncho. He was just
a plain, everyday cowboy, that was all, but there
was a crafty look in his shifty eyes as he came
·
to a halt before them.
"Hello, strangers!" he called out. "Which way
are yer goin' ? "
"About northeast just about now, as near as I
can tell," Wild answered. "How far is it through
this defile, anyhow?"
"Only about a mile . further, I reckon. So
you're travelin' northeast, eh?"
"Yes ; that is about the direction, I reckon.
Do you belong around here anywhere?"
"I belong to Clayton's ranch, which is about
ten miles back there," and he nodded to the way
he had come.
"Is that so? I hardly thought there was a
mnch so close by. Is it near the trail?"
"No; it's about eight miles south of ther trail.
But you'll find a trail that leads ter it after yer
git through here. Are yer lookin' fur a ranch?"
"Well, no. We are not looking for anything in
particular. But we might take a notion to stop.
I suppose we can be accommodated for the night
here?"
"Yes, I reckon yer kin. But, say!"
"Well, what is it?" asked Wild.
"Ain't yer afraid yer might git held up, ridin'
along this part of ther Santa Fe trail?"
"Oh, no! We are never afraid of anything like
that. But why do you ask such a question? A1·e
there any 1·obbers about?"
"I've heard that there was, but I can't say so
from my own experience. I've never been bothered. I'm goin' over to Dusty Flat, which is
a minin' camp about ten miles ther other end
of ther gut here. Yer didn't stop there, did yer?"
"No; I reckon we didn't pass it. We came up
from Santa Fe. We left there yesterday morn-

ing."
The cowboy seemed to be pleased.
"Have yer got much money with yer?" he
asked, after a pause.
"What do you want to know for?" Young Wild
West asked, for he had suspected the man from
the start, and now he thought that he was getting altogether too inquisitive.
"Well, I was goin' ter say that if yer had,
you'd better look out. Ther road agents of ther
Santa Fe trail seems ter smell them what's got
money with 'am, somehow."
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"See here, stranger!" said our hero, in his cool
and easy way. "It seems to me that you know
a whole lot about the road agents. Now just
tell us whether you belong to the gang or not."
"Ha, ha, ha! Me belong to ther gang of road
agents? I reckon not!"
"Well, you seem to be a lot interested about
us, then. I reckon you don't know who we are,
.
do you?"
"No, I don't know yer. Who in thunder are
yer, anyhow?"
"Well, my name is Young Wild West."
The cowboy gave a start.
"What!" he exclaimed, gazing at the boy keenly. "You're Young Wild West, eh?"
"Exactly. Now, who are you?"
"You're ther Champion Deadshot of ther West,
an' ther Prince of ther Saddle, then ? " went on
the cowboy, without noticing our hero's question.
"Some people cal! me the Champion Deadshot
and the Prince of the Saddle, but that don't make
it so."
Wild spoke as coolly as though he cared no
more about the titles than he did about the man
·
he was talking to.
"I've heard tell of yer," said the cowboy, after
a pause. "Them's Cheyenne Charlie an' Jim
Da1·t, your two pards, I s'pose ?"
"The very same."
"Well, I reckon you know all about ther road
agents, then. You've come here lookin' fur 'em,
I reckon."
"You can have it that way if you like. If
you happen to meet any of them, I suppose you!ll
tell them that, won't you?"
"If yer want me to, I will."
"All right. Do so. But you haven't told us
your name yet."
"I ain't goin' to, either. It ain't necessary."
. Then, all of a sudden, he uttered a sharp cry,
hke the bark of a coyote. Almost instantly
eight masked men came around the bend on foot !
The verv moment he saw them, Youn!!' Wild West
whipped out his revolver and covwed the breast
of the cowboy.
"Tell them to ·g et back, or I'll bore a hole
through yo_u!" he cried, in a ringing voice.
The man, who had played what he thouo-ht ,vas
a very clever trick, turned as pale as a ~heet.
"Go back, _boys!" he ex~laimed quickly.
It w~s evident he realized that his life hun~
on a smgle thread at that moment, and he di<l
what he thought was best to save himself. The
masked men ran back out of sight as auickly as
.
they had come.
"!xow, then," said Young Wild West coolly · "I
reckon you had better hold your hands above
your head. We _are go:ng on through this pass,
and you are gorng to lead the way, with your
hands held above your head. At the first sign
of treache1·y from anywhere, you will die! You
hear what I say?"
!he villain's hands went up instantly, and he
qmckly called out:
"Go on, boys! It's Young Wild West, an' he's
,g ot ther best of me!"
Thi: next minute there was the sound made by
rece~mg hoofbeats, which showed that the masked riders must have come up at a walk when
they came to the bend. Now they were riding
away at the command of one who was undoubt-
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ecliy their leader. Young Wild We~t quickly
shook ouf his lariat, which was hanging to the
horn of his saddle, and the next minute he had
lassoed the man about the neck.
"Now, then, we will go on!" he said calmly.

CHAPTER IL-Wild Lets the Road Agent Go.
The cowboy was decidedly uneasy now.
"What do yer mean ter do with me, Young
Wild West?" he asked.
.
"Keep you this way till we get out of the de:file," was the reply. "I don't propose to let your
gang jump out on us and make short ~rk of
us. If they do try a thing like that, you, '11 die,
that's all!"
"They have gone on; they won't bother you,
not jest now, anyhow."
,
"But they will some other time, then?"
.
"Yes if you don't get away from the trail.
If ~ou' stay around here it will me:1n that y~u
are looking for them; and then you kin bet they 11
be lookin' fur you!"
"Is that so? But, say, you haven't told me
your name yet."
"Well I s'pose I might as well tell yer now.
I'm Bu~k Thomas, ther leader of ther Sand Hill
Terrors."
"Ah!" exclaimed our hero. "I am mighty glad
to meet you, Buck!"
A faint srr.ile crossed the face of the prisoner.
"Yer seem ter be glad, that's a fact.. But
maybe it'll turn out that you'll wish yer never
had met me. Our gang is well organized, an'
you didn't see one-quarter of 'em a little while
ago. Ther Sand Hill Terrors is genuine articles, an' they know jest what ter do, no matter
what turns , up. They know whether ter :fight
or run, you bet!"
"And you are their leader, eh?"
1
"Yes· I'm ther captain, an' one of ther organizers. 'My dad was ther captain :first,; but he
got shot about a month ago, an' then ther boys
elected me to his place. I'm givin' 'em satisfaction, too. They all like me, you kin bet!"
The road agent was talkative now, and he went
on, just as though he was anything but a prisoner. Wild was much interested in him, for he
saw that he had a cool, shrewd villain to deal
with.
"Where is your hangout, Buck?" he asked, after a pause.
"Ther Sand Hill is our place," was the reply.
"Where is that ? "
"I'll show yer when we git to ther end of ther
pass."
Jim Dart had taken the man's weapons from
him befo1·e this, so he was allowed to drop his
hands and hold the bridle rein of his horse; But
the rope was kept about his neck, and our hero
was ready to ,g ive a sharp pull on it at the least
sign of treachery on the part of this leader 01·
any of' his men, should they be lurking about.
In this way the rest of the distance through t~e
de:file was made. As they came to the end of it
a big sand hill was to be seen on the left. It was
not one of the shifting kind of sand hills, such
as' ·are found on the deserts, but a permanent
crown, with sparse vegetation, such as would
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grow in that kind of soil, showing on it. Dwarfed pines and briers seemed to· be the principal
things that grew there, and there was hardly
enough of them to form anything like a hiding
place for a big banc;l of road agents. There was
a path leading directly for the hill, which was
about a quarter of a mile distant. Rocks and
boulders were scattered about all the way, while
trees ,grew here and there; but above them all
the sand hill could be seen.
"There she is!" exclaimed the captain of the
road agents, pointing p1·oudly at the hill. "That's
where we hang out, Young Wild West. If yer
think it's worth while tryin', come over there an'
look fur us some time."
"Oh, I'll be there, never fear," was the cool
retort. "Don't think that I'll be afraid to come.
That is just the .k ind ..of business that we like.
Am I ·right, boys?."
,
"You bet!" exclaimed Charlie and Jim, almost
as if in one voice.
While they were talking, all our friends were
keeping a sharp watch for the appearance of th1;3
masked men again. But they were nowhere to
be seen. This, howeve1·, was nothing to go by.
since the1·e were hundreds of places within easy
range of the eye whei-e they might be lurking
and not be seen.
"Vvell," said Buck Thomas cooUy, turning to
the dashing young deadshot, "I suppose you will
let me ,go now? We are out of the pass, yC5U
see."
~
Young Wild West did not know what to do with
the prisoner, as he was not sure that there was
a ranch or a mining camp within miles of them.
"How · about the ranch you told us about?" he
asked, ignoring the question put to him.
"Is
there such a place as Clayton's tanch around
here?"
"Why, sartin there is! I ain't told you a word
wrong, ,Young Wild West. I work fur Clayton,
an' a mighty good boss he is, too!"
"You work for an honest ranchman, and yet
you are the captain of a band of road agents?
That seems a little odd."
"I didn't say that Clayton was- honest, did I?'"
There was a twinkle in the eyes of the villain
as he said this.
·
- "That's right; you didn't say that. Well, how
about this mining camp you said you were heading for?"
"Dusty Flat?"
"I believe that's the name you gave."
"Well, that place is jest about twenty miles
from Clayton's ranch. Ther ranch is only about
seven miles from this spot, so that makes Dusty
Flat only thirteen miles from here. Now you've
got it, I reckon. You kin take your choice about
it, but if I was you I wouldn't come ter Clayton's. I'm tellin' yer this 'cause there's nothin•
I like ter see in a feller so much as grit an'
ability ter do things. You're ther one as has
these qualities, an' I admire yer fur it. You
,got ther best of me, when I thought I had yer
dead
ter rights. I was goin' ter clean yer out
I
of all ther money yer had, an' do it easy, I
thought. But when yer said your name was
Young Wild West I jest made up my mind that
I had ter work sorter quick-like. I knowed my
men must have got up close by that time, so I
jest gave 'em ther signal They come mighty
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quick, too; but you was quicker. You bad me, the fresh air better. They continued along the
an' I could tell by your eye that I was a goner old trail until they reached a place where there
if ther boys didn't light out. I ain't no new one was a branch to the left.
in ther business, yer see, an' I've had so much
"This must be the way to Dusty Flat," said
experience that I know jest when ter obey a Wild. "Come on! It won't take us long, if we
command, an' je~t when not ter. Now, Young only think that way. We'll be there in time for
Wild West, I reckon I'll go. I'll give yer my supper, anyhow."
word that my m~n won't bother you, so long as
He was perfectly right on this, for it was not
you don't bother them. But you come around yet six o'clock when they rounded a bend and
ther sand hill, thinkin' you're goin' ter break up saw a collection of shanties and tents befol'e
ther gang, an' it'll be ther last of yer. No mat- them. It was just a plain mining camp, such as
ter how much luck you've had with other gangs, could be found in many places throughout the
ther Sand Hill Terrors ain't fur you ter down. West at the time we are writing of, and the only
Jest remember that."
buildings of any size were the ..gener.al stoi-e and
Then the villain coolly loosened the rope about the tavern. They were situated . opposite each
his neck and threw it over his head, Wild not other, too, on the only street there was in the
stopping him.
camp. Y:oung Wild West, with Arietta at his
"Go on," said our hero calmly. "You're a cool side, led the way up the i;andy street, and as
one, Buck Thomas. But take my advice and go they came to a halt before the store and tavern
it straight. The road agent business is not a a crowd was on hand to greet the party.
healthy one, as you'll find out if you keep it up.
You are not invincible."
"If I ain't, I'm next door to it," was the reply.
"Good-by, -Young Wild West! Good-by, every- CHAPTER UL-Wild Makes a Good Impression.
body! I hope we don't meet again, 'cause I may
be in a different humor ther next time."
Our friends could see that the mining camp
"That will be all right, Buck," answered Wild, must num'ber a couple of hundred in population,
with a laugh. "I reckon you know what's likely and also that It was a comparatively new one.
to happen if we do meet. You are getting away A small smelting plant was at the further end
this time; but look out for the next!"
of it, and shanties were going up on all sides.
"Ha, ha, ha!"
The tavern was not the only place where strong
Buck Thomas laughed, as though it was more drinks could be bought, for, as they looked up
of a joke than anything else. He turned toward the crooked street, they could see signs declarthe b~g sand hill and rode off at a gallop, soon ing that whisky was ~ld in several of the shanlosing himself to view behind the trees.
ties and that there~ere gambling houses there
"Well," said Young Wild West, as he turned to that purported to oe licensed. The pU'blic shanhis companions, "I reckon that we'll ride back ties were all one-story affairs, with false fronts
thrnugh the defile again. We'll head for D'<lsty to make them appear like two-story buildings. ,
Flat."
This was the style out that way, though just
"A good idea, Wild," nodded the scout, who was why it was done no one knew. It l:>eing the time
always ready to act on anything the champion when the miners were quitting work, there were
iboy deadshot said.
lots of rough-looking men on the streets, espe"I believe Buck Thomas told the truth about cially around the saloons. The tavei-n seemed
the mining camp, and as we are a little short on to have the best -of it, however, as there was an
a few things in the grub line, it will be a good extra lot there in the way of several cowboys,
idea to stop there. Come on, if there are no who must have come in from some outlying
objections from anybody."
ranch.
There were none, so with one accord they turnThe sight of the girls, in their fancy riding
ed and rode back into the defile.
suits and bright colors, awoke the cowboys to a
"Allee samee velly muchee hot, so be," ob- cheer. The miners took it up, and our friends
served Hop, as he brought up the rear, pulling simply sat still in their saddles. Hop Wah, howthe pack horse he was in charge o:J:.-, after him. ever, smiled cheerfully and began bowing right
"Me likee gittee some place where me havee lillee and left, just as though he believed that the
dlink of tanglefoot."
cheering was meant for him. This provoked a
'·That's what vou think about more than any: rnar of laughter, and the next thing the Chinathing else, I reckon," spoke up Cheyenne Char- man knew two rou~h-looking men were making
lie. "I think taIJJglefoot is poor stuff ter drink for him. He was seized in a jiffy and pulled from
when a feller's mighty thirsty, anyhow."
the. back of his broncho.
"Um allee samee puttee new life in um, Mis"Come on in, you heathen galoot!" roared one
ler Ch.a rlie," Hop declared.
of them, as he caught him by the queue and
"Me .likee havee nicee dlink of watee, so be," started for the door of the tavern, dragging him
Wing spoke up. "Me no likce um tanglefoot."
after him.
'!'bis was partly true, for the cook seldom in"Hip hi!" yelled Hop. "Allee samee hurtee;
dulged in strong dl'ink, unless he was coaxed to Iettee poor Chinee go! Me goodee · Chinee; me
do so by his brother. Now that they knew just allee samee go to um Sunday school in 'Flisco."
how far they had to go before they would be
"Let him alone, boys!" spoke up Young 'Wild
through the defile, our friends hurried along at a West, as he quickly dismounted and ran to the
quick pace. It was just about three miles in rescue of Hop. "He is a heathen, I know; but-he
length, and it did not take them much over ten is all right. Just let up on him."
minutes to make the distance. Once at the other
"What's that, young feller?" demanded a big
end,
hands felt better, for they could breathe cowboy, conspicuous in a bright yellow shirt and
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flaming red handkerchief. "Jest you stand back!
That heathen tried ter be funny, an' ther boys
is jest igoin' ter make him be ~ little funn)er.
Don't you interfere, or you'll git a good tnmmin' !"
.
Wild paid no attention to him just th~n, ~ut,
jerking a revolver from the holster at his side,
he called out commandingly:
"Let that Chinaman alone, or~lead will fly!"
That put a different phase on the situation at
once. The1·e was a hush right away, and Hop,
taking advantage of it, tore himself loose from
the grasp of the miner. Cheyenne Charlie dismounted now, and each whipped out a sixshooter.
"I reckon we're what yer kin call peaceable
citizens," said the scout. "But when trouble
starts we're always on hand. If you galoots is in
fuT a 1·ow, jest say so!"
Then there was a short silence again, which
was finally ·broken by a cowboy yelling at the
top of his voice:.
"It's Young Wild West an' his pards, boys!
Whoopee! Hooray!"
Then it was that the crowd drew .back and
there was a buzzing of many voices.
"Hoolay for Young Wild West, um Champion
Deadshot!" shouted Hop Wah, in his squeaky
voice.
As many as a dozen of the rough men gathel'ed about responded with a rousiI1Jg cheer. All
but three of the men seemed to be satisfied to
let it go af that. They were the two miners who
had made the assault on the Chinaman and the
cowboy who had interfered with our hero as he
came to Hop's rescue. They certainly bore the
stamp of bad men, and they were not the sort to
give iq readily. But the guns in the hands of
Wild and his partners had a certain effect on
t hem, and they merely stood their ground and
looked sullen and i[efiant.
"Gentlemen," said Wild, speaking in his cool
and easy way, for which he was noted, "we didn't
come to this ·camp in search of trouble; we were
told that there was such a pl~y Buck Thomas, the captain of the Sand Hill Terrors, and we
thought we would come over and pay our respects to the population. Just because we hap. pen to have a good-natured Chinaman with us
does not say that we should be bullied by the
'bad' gang you have here. We are not looking
for anything like that. But," and he nodded his
he11-d, as though it made little difference to him
what happened, "if they want to have a shooting
match, let them start it up. That's the sort of a
game that we are used to."
The brave boy had scarcely ceased speaking
when another cheer went up, this time nearly
every one there joining in.
.
"That's ther way ter talk!" shouted one of the
cowboys. "Ike, you've· made a mistake. You've
bucked a.g'in Young Wild West, ther Champeen
Deadshot ·of ther West!"
"I don't care who I've bucked ag'in, Rory
Ford," replied the man who had interfered.
. He threw out his chest and brushed the bright
yellow shirt down, as though he thought it would
add to his important bearing.
"Well, if you don't care, suppose _you step out
in the road and try to clean me up?" said our
hero coolly.
... t•
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"I'm jest yer huckleberry!" was the quick reply. "I don't mean ter -allow no boy ter call me.
I'm a rip-snorter when I git started, an' I'm
ready ter start now!"
"Well, let yourself go, then!"
As Wild said this he gave him a light tap on
the nose with the flat of his hand. The crowd
jumped out of the · way in a twinkling. Ike, as
he was called, let out a roar like that of a wounded grizzly and made a grab for his revolver.
He got it in his hand, but before he could shoot,
our hero threw up his gun and pulled the trigger.
Crack! It was the same old trick that had been
done many times by the Champion Deadshot of
the West, and, with a howl of fear on his lips,
Ike let his ,gun drop.
"That seems a bit cowardly in you," the boy
said coolly. "You meant to shoot me a.ead, and
I am onfy a boy, too. I reckon I surprised you,
even if I didn't hurt you. I just hit that gun
of yours, and the bullet never touched your
flesh!"
"That's jest what he done, boys!" exclaimed
the other cowboy, who had tried to make Ike let
up. "That's only one of thfr things that Young
Wild West kin do when he takes a notion to do
some quick an' fancy shootin'. Whoopee! Ike, I
reckon you're satisfied now, ain't yer?"
"No!" shouted the man in the yelJow shirt.
"I won't be satisfied till I've made ther young
galoot eat sand! Wow! I'm goin' ter chew
him up!"Then he made a rush, no doubt intending to
grab the boy and give him a very rough handling. But he made another mistake. Spat!
The athletic, well-trained boy shot out his right
fist and caught him squarely between the eyes,
and as his weight went with the blow, the cowboy landed sprawling on his back. A hoarse yell
went up from the crowd. It was partly derisive
and partly from astonishment, for the boy had
sent the big, hulking fellow down so easily that
it looked to be almost wonderful. Wild stood
perfectly still, waiting for the cowboy to get Ul>'
His long, light, chestnut hair hung down over his
shoulders as smoothly as though he had not
erted himself one bit, and his sombrero remained
undisturbed on his head.
"I reckon you don't know how to tight, either
with ::} gun or your fists, Ike," he said tauntingiy.
"You insisted on it, and you had to take your
medicine. Now tell me whether you are satisfied or not."
.
The cowboy rose to his knees and blurted out:
"What did yer hit me with, young feller?"
"This-that's all!" and Wild sh-.ved him his
clenched fist, which was not very' large, but
pretty hard, when he wanted it to be.
"Is that right, boys?" asked the dazed man,
as he cast a sweeping- glance around.
"That's right, Ike," answered Rory Ford, the
man who had advised him at the start to let the
boy alone.
"Well, if that's ther case, I'll quit ther $;ame.
I thought it might have been ther boy's horse
what kicked me ter help him ou.t. I seen stars,
all right!"
He got up, and, without another word, went inside the tavern. The two miners who had pounced upon Hop so suddenly and sta?ted the trouble
quickly followed him.
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"That's right!" called out Wild. "Go in and
swallow some tanglefoot to smooth your ruffled
feelings. But don't try any kind of a game on
me again. And just let the Chinaman alone,
too!"
The crowd now gathered about the boy, and the
man who had recognized him grasped him by the
hand. Then there was a lot of handshaking done.
"I heard yer make ther remark that Buck
Thomas told yer that there was a camp here?"
said Rory Ford questioningly. "Is that right?"
"Yes, that's right. We met them as we were
;going through the defile out on the Santa Fe
trail-I mean, Buck Thomas and his crowd. He
showed up alone, but the others came up with
masks on their fac\s."
"Did tfiey clean yer out of what money yer
had?"
"I reckon not. We made them light out, because I got the drop on Buck, and they thought
they would lose him if they didn't."
. They wanted to know all about it, so the dashing young deadshot related the circumstan.ce.
"Well," spoke up a miner, as he put out his
hand, "you're about ther first ones I ever heard
of what got away with your money after meetin'
the1· road agents of ther Santa Fe trail. Put her
there!"
·
CHAPTER IV.-The Road Agents' Headquarters.
We must now turn our attention to Buck Thomas, the captain of the Sand Hill Terrors, as he
was proud to call himself. The man's face took
on a very serious expression as he turned his back
upon Young Wild West and his friends.
"That was what yer kin call a mighty hard
setback!" he muttered, as his horse carried him
swiftly toward the big sand hill. "I was beaten
all around, and it was done by a boy, too! Well,
I've heard jest about enough of Young Wild West
ter have a putty good idea of him, an' now I've
met him an' know fur sartin. It made me feel
sorter 'shamed of myself ter tell ther boys ter
leave; but it had ter be done, an' that was all
there was to it!"
He shook his head and then resumed:
"I've got a big job ahead now, fu1· I must
square myself wjth ther boys by ,g ittin' hold of
Young Wild West! That boy an' his pards has
come here ter hunt Jown ther Terrors, most likely. They're always lookin' up sich business.
They'll come 1·ight to ther Sand Hill, as sure as
anytiling! They won't be able ter keep away.,
An' if they do, they'll never go back ag'in alive,
If they're fools enouqh ter bring them gals with
'em I'll be much obliged. Very putty gals they
was!"
He rode on until he was out of sight of the
trail, and then he swung around to the left and
· headed up a dry water course, straight for the
Sand Hill, which was one of the landmarks of
the old Santa Fe trail, and was still there last
year, when the writer )lassed that way. To look
nt the bleak landmark, no one would ever think
that. it was hollow, and that under it was a natural cave hollowed in a mass of rock by the hand
of nature, but such was the case. The father of
Buck Thomas had made the discovery two years
before, 4nd since that time it had been more or

less of a retreat for the villains, who demanded
toll on the Santa Fe trail. But it was up to
Buck to enlarge the band of road agents and
make a permanent living place of the cave. This
he had successfully accomplished, after two
months of hard wol'k. The sand in the hollow
at the foot of the hill was so light that the least
stir of the wind would shift it and obliterate any
tracks that were made, and thus the villains had
an effectual way to cover their trail. Though
the masked riders who had answered his call had
gone that way but a few minutes before, Buck
could not see the hoofprints of their horses. But
he knew just where he was going, however, and
so did the broncho he rode . . The intelligent animal had traveled that way so often that it could
hardly make a mistake. Around to the side of
the hill that was opposite to the trail the leader
went, and then the gully suddenly deepened and
narrowed at tile same time. He . came to a halt
before what seemed to be a bank of sand itself,
and then he gave a low whistle. The whistle was
answered, and when he had repeated it a door
swung open, disclosing an opening quite large·
enough to admit two mounted horsemen abreast.
Buck Thomas rode in, and then the door, which
was made of board and covered on the outside
with a thick paint that had been well sanded
before it became dry, was closep.
"'I'her lookout seen yer comm', Cap'n Buck,"
said the man who had admitted him. "He was
watchin' sharp, an' he told us when he seen yer
ride away from them galoots. Thunder! But it
was a queer sort of a game, wasn't it?"
"It sartinly was, Joe," answered the road agent
leader, as he damounted. "I never quite had an
experience like that afore. I thought we was
,g oin' ter make a putty good haul out of that
bunch. But it was Young Wild West, an' that
makes it different."
"That's who it was, eh?" the man called Joe
asked. "Well, from what I've heard of ther galoot, there ain't no wonder that he got yer dead
ter rights. Do yer s'pose he's nosin' around here
ter find us, Cap'n Buck?" "It sorter looks that way, don't it?" was the
retort.
"But what have they got three gals with 'em
fur?"
~
"That's more'n I kin answer."
After removing the saddle and bridle from his
horse Buck passed through a wide passage into
a big cave that was lighted from the top, where
there was a conical opening, about ten feet in
diameter. Th~ cave was not in one apartment,
but there were galleries r~ning through it in
irregular form. Into the la11gest and lightest
part of it were gathered the road agent band. A
long table ran th1·ough the center, and around
this were benches and boxes. It was pretty warm ·
in the place, though not nearly so bad as might
be expected, since there was a slight draught of
air pouring through it. Hamwocks were swung
in tile rocky apartment next to the large one,
and it was here where the road agents slept when
at the headquarters. Near the foot of the table
was a pillar of rock that looked as though it
might have been placed there to suppo1·t the
conical-shaped roof. This was filled with natural shelves, on whic11 were piled all kinds of
weapons, no doubt those which the villains had
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t aken from their victims du1·ing the hold-ups they
had made. As the captain entered he was greeted warmly by his men.
"We knowed yer. was comin', Cap'n," said the
man who had been at the opening at the top of
the cave on the watch. "I seen yer ther minute
yer left that gang, an' I let ther boys know about
it. It was a mighty hard streak of luck yer
happened ter git in, wasn't it?"
"Yes, that's -·right," was the reply. "But I
didn't have an ordinary pexson to deal with,
which is whexe I was lar._1e for not thinking who
it was. That boy with the long hair and handsome face was Young Wild West, the Champion
Deadshot. He had his pards ,..vith him an' also
ther gals what travels a good deal with 'em. I
was a fool not ter think who they was afore · he
told me. But even then I had no idea that he'd
have ther nerve to cover me when you come up.
That's what makes him a winner so often. He
knows jest what ter do when somethin' surprisin'
happens; an' he's quicker than lightnin' <loin' it,
too."
"It's a wonder he let yer go, Cap," sai<l one of
the 1·oad agents, as he looked at Buck in a sort
of admiration.
"Oh, that was due ter my way of actin'. I was
mighty cool about it, an' told him jest who I
was, an' where our hangout was. Then I told
him how ter git ter Dusty Flats an' jest about
ihow far it was. I knowed if I acted that way I
would stand a better show of gittin' away from
'em. It worked all right, boys, an' here I am,
jest as good as I· ever was, even if I did git
double discounted by a boy!"
"Hooray fur Cap'n Buck!" said one of them.
A subdued cheer went up, and a s they all knew
that there could · hardly ·•be any one within hearing distance it made r._o difference. Buck seemed
to feel a little easier. He was pleased at the
way his men received him. There were just
fourten of them in the cave, but this was not
the full number of the Sand Hill' Terrors. 'l'hree
of them were over in Dusty Flat and half a
dozen others were out scouring the counti·y for
game or a steer that could be converted into
meat. They numbered a round two dozen all
told, and they consisted of men who had been
cowboys, who had been forced to take to hiding
on account of the scrapes they had got into
stealing cattle, and miners who had failed to
strike it rich in a legitimate way and had turned
to preying upon their fellowmen.
They were a tough lot, to .use such an expression, and when they undertook to rob the stage
coach that plied the Santa Fe trail they were
pxepared to kill as well as to rob. But the stage
coaches were not the only things they robbed.
T1:avelers on horseback often became their victims, and it was from such that they generally
made pretty good hauls. Buck had thought -he
was going to•make a good · haul when he met
Young Wild West and his friends, but he found .
out his mistake soon enough.
"Is this goin' ter interfere with our game at
sunset, Cap?" asked the man he had called Joe,
after a pause.
"Not much, it ain't!" was the 1·etort. "'!'her
stage coach is goin' ter have . a strong box in it,
with money in it fur ther sme-lter people ter
pay off their men to-moner. Yer kin bet that
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strong box ain't goin' ter reach Dusty Flat!
I don't care if they've got a posse of men ridin'
along with ther outfit. That money is goin' ter
be ours. Ther Sand Hill Terrors has got ter
live, an' it takes money ter do it. Git 1·e-ady jest
as though there wa:; no sich a galoot as Young
Wild West, boys. He'll hear about ther holdup
when ther stage gits to ther Flat, an' then he'll
strike out fur here right away. He'll want ter
find our cave mighty bad, an' that's jest where
it'll come in that he'll git what's comin' to him.
I want him alive, an' I want his pards, too.
Then we may as well git them gals. It's all in
our line of business."
The men uttered another cheer. Buck could
certainly make them feel that life was worth the
living, that was sure. Many of them had heard
about Young Wild West's wonderful work in running down bands of outlaws, for such news is
bound to travel, and they all felt that the quicker
they put an end to the boy the better it would be.
But Buck had said that the boy must be taken
alive, .and they were ready to carry out his
wishes. The stage coach was due to reach the
defile at about five o'clock, so they had supper,
and then got ready to go out for business. Buck
took ten men with him on this trip, he declaring
that they would be enough, since they were going to take the driver of the outfit by surp1·ise.

CHAPTER V.-Hop Goes to the Saloon.
Yeung Wild West soon decided that they could
not obtain the necessary accommodations they
needed at the tavern, so he asked one of the talkative ones of the crowd if there was any objections to their pitching their camp on the bank
of the little creek that zigzagged through the
Flat.
"I reckon there won't be no 'jections whatever,"
was the reply. "You're as welcome ter Dusty
Flat as any one could be. Jest make yourselves
at home. But take my advice an' fix yourselves
so yer won't git ther dust when ther wind starts
up. This place is named Dusty Flat because it's
so dusty when ther air gits ter stirrin' things up.
Some one give it that name-I don't jest know
who it was-but it's all right. But that don't
make no difference. As ther poultryman says, a
rose would smell jest as sweet if it was a red
·
onion."
"That's what's ther matter!" spoke up Cheyenne Chaxlie. "An' a heathen Chinee would look
I
jest as simple if he was a Di:gger Injun.
know all about that. I seen somethin' like that
in a book I had once. Everything is lovely an'
ther . goose hangs high! That's th er-way ter put
it when yer feel that you're livin' fur somethin'."
In a few minutes our friends went over to a
spot that was not more than a hundred yards
from the central part of the mining camp. Thel'e
was a good place there to put up the tents, and
as the stream flowed conveniently by, and the
grass was pretty good along its banks, they had
no cause to look for anythin,g better. Wild and
his partners turned in and helped the two Celestials to get the tents up as soon as th~ horses had
been seen to, and it was not long before the
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camp showed up in a comfortable light. · Then
Jim and Wing went to the store and purchased
the articles they were in need of, and after that
it was simply a case of waiting for the supper
to be coo1rnd. It was finally ready, and then all
liands ate just as though there never had been
such a thin,g as a band of road agents to interfere with them. After the meal our hero suggested that they take a walk over to the tavern,
and Cheyenne Charlie, was ready right away.
But Jim said he would just as leave stay with
the girls. as he wanted to clean up his weapons a
little. The cook was hmryi,ng to get the remains of the repast cleared away, so he could sit
down and doze, with his back against a tree, until
it was time to turn in for the night, and Hop
was itching to get to one of the saloons, where
he might have the chance to get a few drinks
anaindulge in a game of draw poker. Wild and
Charlie had scarcely reached the tavern when
the clever Chinaman softly sneaked from ,the
camp. Jim saw him just as he was disappearing,
but he knew him so well that he did not attempt
to cal] him back. Hop was bound to have hi~ way
when they were stopping in a place where whisky
could be bought and cards were played for money.
The Chinaman no sooner got away than he looked around for the best place to go to. There was
one saloon that was far more conspicuous than
any of the rest, though it was not by any means
the largest of the sh~nties. The front was painted a bright red, and the letters across it indi/ cated that it was a licensed place for gambling.
But Hop did not care anything about that. He
had been in mining camps throughout the West
and Southwest, and he knew it was hardly necessary for tl)e proprietor of a saloon to have such
a sign across his house front. Gambling and
drinking weTe about the only amusements the
miners had, and a camp without places of · the
kind could hardly exist. But this particular place
seemed to be doing a business that was next to
that of the tavern. The Chinaman was not afraid
of being hurt now, for he considered that what
had happened when he arrived was pretty well
known before this, and that meant that he was
likely to be treated with respect. He walked up
to the saloon smilingly, and the few men hanging about the door grinned and permitted him to
pass without offering to interfere with him.

CHAPTER VI.-The Stage Coach Hold-up.
The old-fas'hioned stage coach was bowling
~long the Santa _Fe trail, the rickety outfit swaymg and squeaking as an occasional bump was
str~ck by the wheels. It was due at Dusty Flat
a little after seven, a_nd the driver was trying
to make up the ten mmutes of delay in starting
that had be_en caused by a young woman passenger. This young woman passenger was an
actress on her way to the minin,,. camp to appear the following week in a first~class show so
the gentleman with her, .who claimed to be her
husband. stated to the passengel'S. It took Miss
Gladys Gilt, as her stage name bappened to be
a little longer than the rest of the passengers t~
Jet ready to board the stage coach, as she had
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to do considerable "touching up" to her face and
hair before she came out in public. Her husband explained this when the stage got started,
and the other passengers seemed to be satisfied
with the explanatior., so long as they got started
on their journey. There were ·but tluee passengers inside the vehicle with the actress and her
husband, ar.d they were the men who belonged at
the mining camp. In their charge was an ironbound box that contained several thousand dol•
lars in cash, which was to be used to pay off the
help at . the smelter for the month. Outside
were two armed men, who were lying on top of
the outfit, ready to protect the passengers and
money box in case of it being attacked by road
agents. Such things had occurred quite frequently of late, and the stage company had decided to take no more risks. It was not until
they were ·within a mile of the defile that the
young- woman learned that there was any likelihood of their being stopped by road agents. The
three men in charge of the money box gave it
away, and, very much worried and excited, she
tUci:ned to her husband and exclaimed:
"Sam Bones, if anything happens, I'll never
forgive you for bringing me out in this forsaken
place. If I lose my jewelry, it will go hard with
you, thars all! _I have to earn the living for the
two of us. outside of what you can pick up at
cards, and if I am to be robbed of my hard
earnings, just because you take a notion to go
to some small, out-of-the-way place to try and
start up an opera house, I'll know the reason
why!"
'.'That's all right, Jane," answered the husban,d,
u smg her real name and trying to pacify her.
"There ain't goin' to be no holdup, I reckon. If
there is, it will be all right, for we're prepared
for it. There's two men on top of ther coach
with rifles. an' they'll clean out the road agents
in a hurry if they do happen to show up. Now
don't go on about it. Jest make up your mind
that eve1·ything is all right. You'll be mighty
glad when you get to Dusty Flat, for it offers the
best chance of openin' a firstclass opera house of
~n'Y'. place I ever seen. You jest keep cool, an'
1f 1t does happen that we're stopped, hold on to
your jewelry and yell like sixty. I reckon if
~he _road agen~s hear that voice of yours when
1t gits to a h1,g h C, they'll be glad to let yo u
alone."
The husband of the woman was a Western man
or one who had lived out that wav long enough
to become ad'.'lpted to the ways orthe country,
and he was Just humorous enough in what he
said to make the othe1· passenger~ laugh, even
though the tal k was on a subject that they did
not m~ch lik_e. The stage rumbled along, and
as then· anxiety deepened, the three with the
money became silent. The windows were open
in the vehicle, for the day was warm and the passe~g-ers r-eede0 al_l th.e fresh air they could get.
. Thcr pa;;s 1s right ahead now!" called out the
driver from the box. "I Teckon everythin's all
Ther
n_g-ht, an' we'll g6 through a-hummin'.
boys up here is on ther 'watch, an' if anything
happens jest d'uck your heads an' keep close to
ther botJtom of ther old ark."
,Though he_ spoke in a reassuri~g way, the drive1; s words did not tend to lessen the anxiety of
his passenger s, a.,.'ld more especially t he alleged
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actress. She began taking off her jewelry, which business on hand, an' we want to git on our way
may have been expensive and may not have been, afore it gits da1-k."
:illd when she got it in a bunch she tied it in her
The first to alight was Sam Bones. He was
l~andkerchief, and, carefully removing her hat, not a little frightened, and he seemed to have
r.-inned it to he1· haiT. She donned the headgear forgotten all a:bout his better half. The three
again, and then snapped her eyes at her spouse men in charge of the money box followed him,
leaving the "actress" inside. As fast as they got
and exclaimed:
"I've got a little forethought yet, Sam Bones. out they were , taken in charge by the masked
I am not going to lose ,my valuables, not if I _,road agents, and while some of them covered
them with revolvers others xelioved them of
can help it."
"That's 'r ight , J an e," he answered, ·1coking at their cash and valuables. Miss Gladys Gilt, alias
her with a certain degree of pride. "You have Ja·ne Bones, was the last to leave the vehicle.
• got more sen se than the _averag~' woman, any- Buck Thomas looked at her, a smile playing
about the part of his face that could be seen behow. I ain·t sorry I mar ried yer . .
"Sony? I should say not! Haven't I kept neath his mask.
you ever ~ince t h e thing happened? Sam Bones,
"I reckon it ain't jest exactly polite to go
through ther pockets of a lady," he said. "So
you talk like a fool!"
"\Veil, I earn ~at I git, I Teckon. Don't I you kin hand over what you've got an' we'll take
have'· to m anage things for you? What could your word fur it."
you do alone ? Jest wait till I open your opera
"I haven't got much, and if you take that, I
hovse, and t hen you'll see money comin' in like won't be able to appear at the new opera house
hail. Yo u' re a great actress, you are, and your over in Dusty F1lat," she answered, showing that
s'"'!Z''n' ,vould draw a gr eat crowd any time. she was not nearly as frightened as was her
You're the artist an' I'm the manager, that's the spouse. "I must use what money I've got to pay
way it is. You couldn't do a.,."lything without a for my board until we get things started. I'm
an actress!"
manager , an' you know it!"
T here was more smiling from the other pasThe last was spoken with no little pride, and
sengers at this, and, seeing that they were mak- the leader Qf the road agents looked interested.
ing themselves appear foolish, the couple decided
"I reckon we won't take nothin' from you ,
to "shut up" for a while. The stage had entered then," he said. "I like actresses. I'll come over
the defile now, and the drive1· was whipping up an'. see yer play an' hear yer sing, when yer git
his four horses, so they could get through quick- things goin' in Dusty Flat. Are you alone in
ly. But they had not gone more than a hundred ther game, miss?"
yards when a shot rang out and the outfit came
"No; there's my husband. He has to help me
to such a sudden stop that the passengers went out. He's the manager, and I'm the actress."
"Oh! Boys, jest give that galoot his money
toget'her in a heap.
"Stand and deliver!" cried a loud voice. "The back. We all like ter see a show n ow an' then,
fiyst man who raises a gun will git what that an' I 1·eckon we kin afford ter Jet these two go.
horse just got! Ther Sand Hill Terrors is here, That's it! Now, as soon as yer git that money
and they are on business. Pass out the money box out of ther stage they kin git in· an' ~et down
an' feel that they're mighty lucky, indeed."
box , please!"
Sam Bones gave a gasp-a joyous ,g asp, in
It had been a complete surprise, and the guards fact-when
he received the money, watch and
on top of the vehicle never had a ghost of a 1·ings that had
been taken from him.
chance to put up a fight. Buck Thdmas and his
''Thank yer, boysi" he managed to articulate.
men had been waiting the other side of the "You're
gentlemen, if yer are road agents. I've
sharp bend in the trail, and the stage coach came
to them so ouickly that the driver did not even got to say that, 'cause I find yer that way. Come
over an' see our show when we git it goin'. You
see them uniil he heard the shot and saw one won't
be charged a cent of admission."
of the leaders go to the ground. Then he pulled
The Sand Hill Terrors laughed heartily at this,
up and jammed the brake on, knowing that he
could not go ahead with the dead horse tangled but they Jet it go at that, and turned their atup in the harness. The driver was nothing if tention to the strong money box. This was
rot a philosopher. He threw up his hands and quickly taken from the stage coach, and then the
passengers were ordernd to get in. Two of the
promptly called out:
"Don't shoot! Take what yer kin git, gents! villains· were kind enough to cut loose the horse
You've got us; there ain't no mistake- about that had been shot, and then Buck Thomas com. mantled the driver to go on. No ·time was lost
that."
The masked road agents now swarmed abo1:1t in doing- this, and then the ,."actress". turned t o
• the stage coach. The guards surrendered, wisely, he1· husband and said :
"Now, you see ! If it hadn't bee.n for me, we
and came down when told to do so. Twelve
masked men, armed to the teeth, were quite suf- would have been cleaned out. I guess you know
who runs this business now, Sam Bon.es!"
ficient to win out in such a game.
, "Step outside, ladies an' gents!" said Buck
Thomas, his masked face showirlg up at the window. and a big six-shooter in his hand. "I am ,
sorr·y ter trouible yer, 'cause I see there's a lady CHAPTER VII.-Gloom O,yer the Mining Camp.
there. But business is business, an' there ain't
Wild and Charlie learned at the tavern that
no help fur it. We're ther Sand Hill Terrors,
an' what we say is ]av,. Lively now! We don't the stage coach was expected in about half an
want to wait here all night. We've got other hour. It only made three trips a week, and
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each time it usually brought along some one to
swell the population of the camp, so -the keeper
ef the tavern informed them.
"I reek.on we'll have ter be around when she
comes 1 " said the scout. "It might be that some
of ther Sand Hill Terrors will come with her."
"More likely we'll hear that the Sand Hill Terirors have held up the outfit," spoke up our hero.
•If they think it worth while, you can bet they
will do. it, just to pay up for getting stumped on
the deal with us this afternoon."
The ta.vern keeper shrugged his shoulders. "I
hope they don't clean out ther outfit to-night,"
he said. "It's payday to-morrer, an' ther money
as comin' over to ther smelter to pay ther men.
I heard this ther day afore yisterday. There
ain't been a holdup in over a month, as fur as
ther stage is consarned, but they're goin' ter
lhave a couple of good men ter come along --as
g-uards. If ther Terrors does try ter stop 'em
there'll be some one hurt; yer kin bet on that,
fur ther men what'll have ther money is mighty
liandy with their guns."
"Well, I hope nothing happens to the outfit,"
1r11r hero remarked, as he shook his head. "But
that defile the trail runs through is about the
worst trap for a thing of the kind I ever saw.
There are so many turns to it that, no matter
how sharp a driver might be, he would drive right
-'Where the villains could jump out on him in a
jiffy. As Buck Thomas told us that he had
ialbout twenty ,men, he would be pretty sure of
aucceeding, providing he tried the game and was
:all prepared for the extra precautions that have
1been taken."
"0'h, they'll come through all right."
'l' he proprietor seemed to think so, anyhow,
,md Qur hero said :no more. Wild and Charlie
1remained there a w'hile, and, finding nothing
much under way, they decided to look around
~e camp a bit. They went over and had a talk
,nth the storekeeper and then wended their way
~ the ,g ambling saloon, which, they were informed, was the liveliest place in the F'lat. This
"'as the saloon where Hop had gone, and as_they
;reached it they were just in time to hear the
()hinaman issue an invitation fQr "evelybody to
eomee havee lillee dlink." As they stepped in/Jide, the villainous cowboy was demanding the
lD)oney that had been won from him. He saw
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie and,
,rithout making good his intention, he stepped
•hck.
"What's the trouble, Hop?" our hero asked, for
ite noticed that the big cowboy was up to .something, and had changed his mind.
·
"Evelyt'ing allee light, Misler Wild," a•swered
the Celestial. "You havee lillee smokee; Misler
Oharlie have lillee dlop of tanglefoot, so be."
"Ther heathen has been mighty lucky. with
:ther cards, Young Wild West," spoke up a miner
who had been present at the tavern when our
friends · arrived. "He's standin' treat fur ther
'ilouse now."
''Who was he p-layin' with?''· our hero asked,
easting a glance abdut the room and noticing
jhat the two men who had tackled the Chlnaman
~d caused the trouble when they first rode into
the camp were there.
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"He was playin' with Gambler Dan, Ike, an'
them two fellers."
Wild's informant pointed out the four.
"Oh, I reckon it is all r1ght, then," he answered.
"Now, gentlemen, I'll tell you something: Don't
any of you pick the -Chinaman up for a fool, because he is far from being one. ·He can beat the
man that made the cards playing poker. He's
a sharp, and no mistake. Don't any of you play
with him, unless you are anxious to get rid of
your money."
"You can bet I won't play with him again!"
spoke up the Card King, smiling at the boy. "I
thought I was a regular sundowner at ther gamel!
but I found out that he was too much fur me.
I lost a little money, but it's all right; I'll make
up for it later on. I don't bear the Chihee any
ill will."
"I ain't lookin' ·fur no trouble, Young Wild
West," Ike spoke up. "I'll admit that I was
askin' ther heathen ter make good fur what .he
skinned me out of when you come in, an' I quit
'cause I knowecl you would think I was lookin'
fur trouble. But if he's ·a skin gambler, don't
yer think he oughter pay back what he won ? "
"That depends on who he was playing with.
I reckon you're a skin gambler, too, are you
not?"
"Well, everybody cheats a little, if they git
ther right chance."
"He did all he could in that line," spoke up
the Card King. "Him an' his two pards ·sot clown
to clean me o:ut. Ther Chinee bucked m ther
game, an' he got ther money. I'm satisfie d, an'
I reckon they ought ter be. I'm ther Carp King,
fur short, but I ain't no squealer when I lose.
It ain't very often tha't I do lose, even if I have
got three men tryin' ter clean me out. But t his
was ther time it happened, an' ther Chinee done
ther jo'b. Bllt I didn't lose half as much as
either one of them galoots did."
The gambler ac'tually laughed. Then he walked over to Hop and, putting out his hand, said :
"Put her there! I reckon me an' you could
clean out ther whole blamed territory, if we
,once got goon' in partnership! ·'
"We allee samee gittee lich pletty quickee, so
be," answered the smiling Celestial.
Though the two miners-or they claimed to be
miners, anyhow-looked rather disgruntled, they
said nothing. The presence of Young Wild West
and the scout prevented that. Hop paid fo r the
round he had ordered and then took a seat, leaving our hero and Charlie standing near the door.
The faro man now got his game sta1ted, and for
the next ten minutes things were lively in the
gambling saloon. Then the playing ceased t emporarily, for a miner came running in and announced that the stage coach was coming. Near- •
ly every one went out, and our hero noticed thatJ
the three men who had lost their money in the
poker game exchanged glances. Wild and Charlie went on down to the taveTn, and were ju$t in
time to see the stage pull up, with but three
horses hitched to it.
"Held up in ther pass an' ther money box took
by ther Sand Hill Terrors!" announced the driver,
as he looked at the crowd. "We hadn't no show,
so it had ter be, that's all."
The two guards conoborated this, as they got
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down from the top of the vehicle, and, while speculation was rife as to just how it had taken place,
the passengers got out. The three ~en belonging to the smelter were rather sheepish, but the
"actl"ess" and her husband were in the best of
humor.
"Here we are, safe an' sound!': called out Sam
Bones in a business-like way. "We've come over
to op~n up the opera house jest as soon as. it
kin be put in shape. I have the pleasure of mactress Miss Gladys· Gilt, who is known as one of
troduci~' to yer ther celebrated singer an' variety
· the best artists this side of Jersey City! Give
'em a taste of what you kin do, Jane."J ane, alias Gladys, was ready, and- the fiI"St
thing the astonished miners kn~w ·she was singing a popular song of the day m a loud and UJlusually c-lell,r voice. Then those who had suffered
by the holdup related their story, our friends listening with no little interest. When they had
done, Young Wild West stepped up to the men
belonging to the smelter and said:
"Gentlemen, I wouldn't take it so hard if I
were you. I p1·omised Buck Thomas that I would
come over to the ·Sand Hill and hunt him out,
and to-morrow moming I mean to do it. I reckon I'll soon get the pay money back. Just leave
it to me!"
"Hooray fur Young Wild West!" shouted the
keeper of the tavern. "Boys, I'm mighty sartin
that 'h e means what he says, an' if he once finds
where the Terrorn are hidin', it'll be all up with
'em, fur we've got enough good men here ter
follow his lead ter lick all ther road agents in
New Mexico!"
There was a cheer, but it did not come from
the heart, as the most of the men present had
expected to receive their pay on the morrow, and
now there was no mo·ney to pay them off. A sort
of gloom settled over the camp that night, for it
certainly was a big loss to it. But there were
several who now looked to Young Wild West as
the only oRe who could get the money from the
road agents, and they were ready to stand by
him and help him all they could. Wild and
Cha1·lie soon returned to their camp. Though
Wild had said that they were ,going to sti-ike
out in the morning, he really meant to go to the
Sand Hill that night. But he did not want any
one but his ow11 party to know it.

CHAPTER VIII.-Wild ap.d Charlie Are in Luck.
"Well, Et," said Young Wild West to his sweetheart, "I reckon I'll go over and try to find the
Sand Hill Terro~ now. Charlie will go with me.
It isn't so much of a ride from here- to the pass,
and the big sand hill is right close to the other
end of it. We will be back before daylight, all
right."
The girl nodded.
"I think it a better plan to go now than to wait
until to-morrow," she answered. "You are not
so apt to be discovered in the darkness. If the
leader of the band told you anything like the
truth when he said his headquarters was at the
high spot he called Sand Hill, I am sure you
ought to be 1J.ble to find it.".
,
,.
"Oh, we'll find it, I think. Buck Thomas has
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an idea that he is simply invincible, or he would
not have told us as much as he did. I suppose
he hopes to lure me there, so he can get ho~~! of
me and fix me. But I am not afraid of that
happening. I have been through too many ·rough
deals and came out on top to be afraid of such
a galoot as that. Come on, Charlie. Get your
horse ready."
"All 1·ight, Wild," the scout answered. "I'll be
1"eady in no time."
"How about Hop?" asked Jim Dart. "Are you
going to let him s_tay out, Wild?"
"Well, I think he is perfectly safe," was the
Tep}y. "There is no use in trying to keep him
from drinking liquor, when we are in a place
whe1·e it is almost as common as water. He will
have it, anyhow; and he will gamble, no matter
what we do. I reckon we'll let him be for the
present. If he has not showed up by the time
we get back I'll let Charlie hustle him to the
camp."
This much being settled, our hero and the scout
lost no time in saddling their horses. The camp
had been located within sight and hearing of the
1·oad that ran through Dusty Flat to the trail,
and just as they were going to mount to ride
away they heard the sounds of horses' hoofs.
"Some one's comin', or leavin', mayl5e," spoke
up Charlie, as he listened.
'
, Just then they saw three horsemen ride past
and head for the trail that led to the Santa Fe
trail.
"Ah!" exclaimed our hero. "I wonder who they
are? I reckon we'll have to find out, Charlie."
"That's right," was the reply.
They waited about a minute, and then, mounting their waiting horses, rode off. They did not
ride straight out, but went around, so they would
not be obsei:ved by the men who were hanging
around the store and tavern. It was still quite
early in the evening and there were plenty of
loungers, who were not engaged in drinking and
gambling. When they got around to the edge of
the collection of shanties they got upon the trail,
and then they rode along, their horses at a walk,
until they we1·e out of sight of those outside the
shanties.
"Now," said Vjild, "let's try and find out who
the three men are, without letting them know
that we are following them."
They rode on at a sharp canter, and when about
five miles had been covered, Wild called a halt
and listened. Only the occasional bark of a coyote eould be heard.
"I reckon another little burst of speed and
we'll hear something," the dashing young deadshot observed, as he urged the sorrel stallion
forward again.
"I wouldn't be surprised,'t was the scout's reply.
They continued for about a mile, and then, as
they slowed down a little, the faint sounds . of
hoofbeats could be heard ahead of them. The
horses were so far in advance of them that they
could just a:bout hear them, and that was all.
The sounds began gradually dyir.g away, too,
which showed that. the riders were going at a
good gait.
"I reckon we can go on, all right," our hero
observed.
·
:)'
l'he two rode on, pausing now and then to lis- 1
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ten. Sometimes they could hear the hoofbeats to the scout. He quickly told him of the imporahead of them, and then they could not.
By tant discovery he had made .
.this they could judge about how fast to ,go, and
"Good enough!" exclaimed the scout, in a low
at length they came to the Santa Fe trail. Then whisper. "Things couldn't have been any better
they rode along, and just as they reached the fur us if we had had 'em made ter order."
inouth of the narrow defile through which the
"That's right, Charlie. Now we'll leave the
mll wound its way, they came dangerously close horses right here and go and investigate. I want
to those ahead. But when they found that the to ,g-et inside that cave, if I possibly can."
Throwing the bridle reins over the horses' heads
men had simply slowed down, evidently for the
purpose of giving their horses a blow, they felt so they would not stray from the spot, they both
relieved. Young Wild West and Charlie would went to the covered mouth of the cave under the
not have been the least afraid to overtake the sand hill. After listening for a minute or two
men, even if they knew they were waiting to and not hearing anything, Wild searched for a
shoot them down from ambush. But they had means of raising the sanded piece of canvas.
set out to follow them, and they were anxious to
do it as far as they went now. Tlie trio ahead
rode rather slowly all t11e way through the defile,
so our friends were obliged to do the same. When CHAPTER IX.-Wild and Charlie Are Caught.
chey finally ·c ame to the end of it, both felt re- ·
lieved, and then, as they . heard them galloping
Young Wild West was not the least bit excited
:i.way, they knew that they were bent upon get- over the discovery he had made, and, with Chey:ing to th'"eir destination in a hurry. It was moon- enne Charlie, he made as much of an examination
' ight, and Wild and Charlie emenged from the of the spot as he could in the dark. The sparse
,:iass just in time to see the forms of the men and growth of foliage on the hill was quite enough to
:10rses riding off toward the big sand hill. Young shut 'off the light of the moon, but objects could
ibe sfien, for all that. The boy knew that it was
Wild West was more than satisfied .now.
They rode on, following the direction taken by best for him to start at the bottom of what he
the three horsemen. As they neared the sand had found to be a piece of canvas, so he proceeded
'.1ill, they caught a glimpse of them in the light to do this. His fingers soon caught hold of the
of the moon. They were riding to the left, as edge, and he at once let Charlie know about it.
"Lift her up a little," the scout suggested.
hough to come around at the other side, and as
"All right. Here she goes!"
. oon as he made this discovery our hero changed
He had no trouble in lifting it, for . the canvas
'lis course and took the track. It was not long,
~hen, before they saw them take to the dry water was not very heavy, even if it did have nearly a
,·ourse, and then Wild felt that the best part of quarter of an inch of paint and sand on the out· t had been discovered. The dry watercourse led side. The daring boy peered under it. It was
~o the hiding place of the villains, he had no as dark as a pocket, 'but there was a slight
loubt. They let their horses walk now, for that draught of air coming through, and that told him
·vas what those ahead were doing, and a couple that it was a passage of some kind.
"I reckon we'll go in," he said, in a low whisnf minutes later they saw the ibottom of the high
Mll right before them. Wild quickly dismounted per. "Follow me, Charlie, and have your shooter
::i.nd, leaving the horses in charge of the scout, he ready."
\astened forward. Though he moved rapidly, he
The scout nodded. Wild pulled the covering a
t{id not make a particle of noise, and as he round- little higher and then boldly began crawling un·~d a slig-ht bend in the gully, he was just in time der it. The next minute the canvas dropped back
to see the three men ride into an opening less in place, and the two were in the cave. Wild got
than twenty yards ahead!
to the side of the broad passage, which was real"Ah!" he exclaimed, under his breath. "Now ly a part of the big cave itself, and ·b egan movin,g
'_.ve are getting down to the fine point of it. 1'11 cautiously along, Charlie at his heels. In this
:how Mr. Buck Thomas that I can come to his way they covered a distance of perhaps forty
'.1iding place, all right. Just let me make sure feet, and then they came to a sharp turn and saw
· hat this is where he holds forth with his gang a light off to the left. As they drew nearer to it
r,f Terrors, and I'll soon find a way to exterminate they could hear the confused murmur of voices,
· hem. But I never heard tell of there being a and then, for the first time, they realized how big
cave under a sand hill before. That is a little the cave was. When 'they were within about
twenty feet of the opening the light came through
,mzzling."
they could tell that the reason it had not gleamWhile the boy was thinking, he was moving ed any brighter was because it was around to the
ahead. He got to the opening the three horse- left of the opening. They were on the right, and
men had ,gone through just as it was closed. The they soon could see the interior of the big, nat'. aring boy crept direct to the spot and began ural apartment. There were a number of men
·eeling along the bank with his hand. The next sitting
and lying about, some smoking -and chat:noment he found a place that gave easily to his ting in low tones; others playing cards, and still
:.ouch, and then he gave a nod of satisfaction and others sleeping. Buck Thomas was sitting at the
: bought:
head of the big table, his feet resting up it, while
"There is some sort of a cave here, for here he was tipped back in the easiest chair the headi3 · a covering to the entrance. It was a very
quarters afforded, smoking away at a big cigar.
lucky thing for us that there were some of the It was surely a scene of solid comfort in a rough
·oad agents in Dusty Flat to lead us here. It and primitive wny. Though our two friends had
haa saved us a whole lot of trouble, I reckon."
really seen all that was necessary just then, they
Wild now turned and made his way softly 'back decided to remain a few minutes and try to catch
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what was being said by the villains. That was
where they made a mistake.
It was just then that the clattering of hoofs
sounded in the cave. Wild and Charlie were not
a little surprised. Some one had come into the
cave! Our hero placed his hand on his partner's
arm and pulled him gently back.
"We must get out of here, or hide," he whispered.
Charlie gave a nod and shrugged his shoulders
at the same time. He knew that they were
probably in for it. Before they could do anything further, a sharp whistle sounded and the
outlaws in the cave spi-ang to their feet to a man.
Pulling their weapons from their belts, they came
rushing out of their rendezvous, into the other
part of the underground place. Our two frien~s
had barely time to squeeze up close to the partition of natural rock to let them pass without seeing them. They almost feared to breathe, as
they knew if they were caught there they would
stand very little chance to get away. But they
meant to try hard to do it, and if it came to a
·fight they were going to give a good account of
themselves.
"What's up?" they h eard Buck Thomas call
out. in a rather low tone of voice.
"Here's two strange horses we found outside
Cap," came the answer. "We jest come over from
Clayton's, an' what was our surprise ter find ther
nags within a few yards of ther entrance. There
is somebody spyin' on us, an' yer kin bet on it!"
"Git back there an' guard ther entrance, half
a dozen of yer!" commanded Buck quickly. "It's
most likely some one has got inter ther den
here. It's Young Wild West, I'll bet! Don't let
any one git past yer, boys! Shoot ther first one
what tries it!"
One of the road agents got a lantern, and as
soon as he knew that the outlet of the cave was
thoroughly guarded Buck Thomas started to make
a search. He never thought about looking so
close to the rocky apartment that they used for
living purposes. All through the rest of the unc-lerground place they went. But our hero knew
that it ,vould only be a question of a short time
before they were discovered, so he decided to get
as near tci the outlet as possible before it took
place. Just then two of the men came running
directly toward them. It must have been that
they had caught a glimpse of the two forms as
they moved along close to the rock. One of the
villains uttered a cry, and then several came that
way. Wild saw that it was now or never.
"Come, Charlie!" he exclaimed. "We must run
•for it."
They got upon their feet and ran swiftly for
the outlet of the cave. Wild uttered a sharp
whistle and a neigh of 1·ecognition sounded almost instantly. Then there was a clatter of
hoofs. Spitfire had brnken away from the man
who held him by the bit, and the intelligent steed
was making for his master. l3ut, like a lot of
savage redskins, the road agents closed in and
barred the further progress of our two friends.
"Take 'em alive, boys!" called out the leader, as
he flashed the lantern that way. "We'll make 'em
suffer fur this! It's Young Wild West, sure
enough!"
"Don't come any nearer, you cowardly galoots!"
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cried Wild, as he crouched behind a jutting point
of rock. "I'll shoot the first one that does!"
"If yer do I'll have yer pulled limb from limb!"
answered Buck Thomas. "Go ahead, if yer want
ter shoot!"
•
Wild did not shoot.
"I reckon we'd better give in, Charlie," he said,
in a low tone of voice. "We'll stand the better
show if we do."
"Jest as you say, Wild," was the 1·eply.
"Well, we don't stand the least show as it i!."
"All right."
The villains had halted in a semi-circle, about
twenty feet from them, and the lantern in the
hand of Buck Thomas showed them quite plainly.
Wild could have shot the lantern and made a
rush for it, but he knew he could not reach the
opening. Already one of the men had caught the
sorrel stallion, and the animal was kicking and
rearing in an attempt to break away from him.
"Whoa, Spitfire!" called out Wild.
"Buck
Thomas, you've got a little the best of it just
now, so we'll ,g ive in!"
"You're a putty sensible boy, Young Wild
West," answered the leader of the Sand Hill Tei-rors. "Jest hold up your hands, please!"

CHAPTER X.-The Callers at the Camp.
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie had
not been gone from the camp longer than ten
minutes when three callers arrived. They were
Rcry Ford, the cowboy, and Mr. '-1.nd Mrs. Sam
Bones.
"Excuse me," said the cowboy, taking off his
hat. "But these folks heard that there was some
ladies here, an' they allowed that they wanted
ter come over an' pay their respects. There was
no one as could introduce 'em, so I agreed ter
fetch · 'em over. I'm a stranger myself, but I
know somewhat about Young Wild West an' hia
pards, an' I'm awful proud ter be able ter come
here to-night."
"That's all right," answered Jim, as he greeted
them warmly_ "You are very welcome, I assure
you. Just make yourselves as comfortable as
you can."
"This man is Sam Bones, an' this is his wife,
Miss Gladys Gilt," the cowboy rambled on. "Ther
gal is an actor, an' she kin sing like a nightingale in distress."
"No, no!" spoke up the "actress." "That isn,'t
the way I told you to say it. You are quite illiterate, it seems.;,
'
"Well, I reckon it don't make an awful lot o!
difference," said Jim. "We heard how a coup!~
of theatrical people had come to town, and we
are very glad to see them. Now I'll introduce
you to our ,g irls. I am sorry to say that Young
Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie are not here."
"They ain't here, eh?" spoke up Rory Ford.
"Maybe they took a notion ter foller ther galoot
called Ike, an' his two friends, ther miners what
don't never work. I don't like Ike much, thou~h
he has been tryin' hard ter make friends with
me. There's somethin' wrong about all three of
'em, an' I never made up my mind to it till 1
seen how they acted this afternoon."
Jim paid little attention to what the cowboi
',\
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said just then, but proceeded to jntroduce him,; \ \ hat: r· c.ri~d Lones. springi:ag to his feet.
self and the girls to Bones and his wife. The "Do you mean to say that you've won that much
two sat down, and then Mrs. Bones, alias Miss money to-n,ght?"
Gladys Gilt, got very talkative indeed.
Bones
"Yes, lat light; me winee flom um CaTd King
seemed to be relieved to find that his better half and um velly smartee mans whatee wantee hurtee
had found some one to talk ta, fo1· he was now poor Chinee when we comee to um Dusty F lat,
. getting a 1·est from her continual fault-finding. so be."
He told·Jim all about the opera house he meant
Jim explained to the interested man. Bones
to open in a very few days. It was a big shanty was somewhat of a gambler himself, and the first
that was in course of construction next to the thing they all knew he had pulled a pack of cards
blacksmith shop.
from his pocket.
"I bought it from ther man what had starte!f
"Set down here," he said to Hop, "an see if
ter build it, when I was over here last week," he yer kin show me anything about ther cards."
explained. "I don't know ·a s it is a very nice
I At this juncture his wife started to sing again,
opera house, but my wife kin sartinly make up this time a comic song. But neithe1· he nor Hop
fur ther looks of ther house. She kin sing like paid the least attention to it. They both had
a nightingale, an' she'll fill ther house every time become imbued with the idea that th!:!Y were gowe give a performance. She's a great actress, ing to make a little money, and make it easily.
too."
Hoo shook his head when the cards were offered
"Is the lady the only one who ~vill perform?" to him.
asked Jim.
"You showee me lillee tlick," he said. "Len ma
"Yes, until we git ther thing started. Then showee you allee samee lillee tlick."
I'm goin' ter have a couple of good actors over
"Oh, all right, then. Now watch me close."
from Santa Fe. But Jane kin keep an audience
"Me watchee."
interested fur a good two hours any time. Her
A lantern was hanging from the lower branc:h
head is full of theater business, yer know."
of a tree. and they were sitting so the light fell
"I see."
full upon them. The spots on the cards could be
"Suppose I sing a song, just to show you what seen
plainly, so it was possible to play a
I can do?" suggested Mrs. Bones, who had ibeen game,quite
they had so wished. Bones shuffled .the
listening long enough to hear what her husband cards, if
and therrhe told Hop to take one and look
said.
at it, and then put it back hr the pack anywhere
"Do, please!" spoke up Arietta, for she had he
uleased. Hop did so, the- card being the are
heard the woman on her arrival, and she knew of clubs.
He looked at it carefully and then made
very well that she was reall ya very fine singer. !}at that he
jJ back; but instead of doing
~hat was 1;ufficient. Miss Gladys Gilt arose and - it put in oneplaced
proceeded to render a ballad, while her hearers Bones looked he hati taken from his own pocket.
the cards over and soon handed out
listened attentively. \Vhen she had finished they a card.
all clapped their hands, for it was • well W()rth
"That's the one you looked at," he said.
being applauded. _ It was just then that Ho,P
"No," and the Chinaman shook his head.
came back to the camp.
"All right; I'll lay it down there, then. I want
"Me hear um lovely lady sing so nicee me
h.avee comee," he explained, as he bowed to the three chances at it, you know."
"Allee light," answered Hop, smiling, for the
callers.
But that was not exactly the reason why he trick the man was trying to show· him was a
had come back. The fact was that he could not very old one, indeed.
"Is that your card?"
find any one who would play cards with him for
This time Bones showed him the bottom card
money, and as he had stocked up with a bottle of
"tanglefoot" he cared no longel' to remain in the of the pack.
"No, lat not um card, so be."
company of the miners. Mrs. Bones looked at
"I'll lay it clown alongside the other, then."
him rather coldly, showing that she did not much
He did so, and then he showed a third carcl.
appreciate his complimentary remarks. But that
Hop declared that this was not the one he had
made no difference to Hop.
"If um lovely lady sing some more, let me allee drawn, either, and Bones put it down, and then
scratched his head, as though he was tryin/ to
samee- sing," he went on to say.
Jim and the girls laughed at this, for they well collect his thoughts.
.
"You're sure that ther card ain't one of them
knew what Hop could do in the line of singing-.
"Putty soon fur a heathen galoot, ain't he?" three?" he asked.
ver. tured Bones, in a whisper to Dart.
"Me Yelly muchee sure," the Celestial answered,
"Well. he is a irreat deal sma:cl;er than he shaking his head in a positive way.
looks," was the reply. "He can do things that
"It must be one of 'em, fin· I never make a
mistake."
few white people can."
"Is that so?"
.It happened· that the card Hop had put in the
"Yes, Hop is a real wonder, and no mistake. pack was the king of hearts, and foe back was
He can handle a ,deck of cards to beat the man . so near like the rest of them that Bones had fail who invented them."
ed to notice it when he found it while going over
"Is that so?"
the pack. He had really placed that cai·d down
Bones was very much interested.
when he showed another card at the bottom of
"How much money did you win to-night, Hop?" the pack, simply by slipping it fron{ behind the
asked Jim of the Chinaman.
one he had shown. Hop knew far mo1·e about the
"A.llee samee sixee, seven hundled dollee," was trick than he did, and he knew that the king of
the reply.
hearts was there, and just where it lay. He got
I I
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the ace of clubs, the real card he had selected, in
his hand and kept it concealed.
"Me bettee you allee samee fivee dollee um
card no Jere!" he exclaimed. "I'll go yer!" and
Bones promptly drew his wallet. "Put up your
money!"
Hop laid the five dollars on the ground, and it
was covered promptly.
"Now pick up ther cards an' see for yourself.
I'll take your word for it," said Bones.
Hop picked up the three cards and looked them
over. Then he cleverly substituted the ace of
clubs for the king of hearts and threw the cards
down.
"Um card no lere," he declared. "Me allee
samee win um fivee dollee."
"Hold on!" said Bones, who was much mystified, as he was sure he had made no mistake in
putting down the cards. "Let me see!"
. He turned the three cards over, and when he
found that the king of hearts was not there he
shook his_ head sadly and exclaimed:
"Beat at my own game, by jingo!"
"Lat light," nodded Hop. "Me allee samee
velly smartee Chihee, so be."

CHAPTER XI.-Marvelous Escape from Death.
Wild and Charlie submitted to having their
weapons taken from them. Then they were seized and dragged roughly into the part of the big
c_ave that the road agents _took pleasu1·e in calling
their living place.
"Set 'em down there," said Buck Thomas, pointing to a bench near the table, "an' fetch an extra
1antern. I want ter have a g·ood look at 'em."
His commands were obeyed quickly. Both our
hero and the scout were perfectly calm, and if
the viJ!ainous leader hoped to see fear depicted
on their faces he was surely· disappoint~cj..
"Young .Wild West," said he, as he drew up
his chair before them and took a seat, "this is
one of ther greatest pleasures of my life."
"ls that so?" Wild answered calmly. "Maybe
you won't say that by and by."
"Oh, yes, I will. Don't git it in your head that
you're ever goin' ter git out of this cave. Yer
ain't goin' ter do that, dead or alive. I'll tell
yer that right at ther · start, so don't have any
sich an idea."
"I reckon I've been in worse places than this
and got out," our, hero went on coolly. "You may
think y<m've got us all right, but you haven't
stopped to- figure out the whole thing."
"Ther whole thing?"
Buck looked surprised.
"What do yer mean by that?" he queried.
"Well, you ought to know your business, so
what do vou ask me for?':
"Yer think I ain't figured out ther whole thing,
then?"
"Yes, tha1's what I think."
"Well, when I've got you in my power that's
ther whole thing, an' don't yer furgit it! You've
had lots of fun goin' around ther country breakin'
up gangs like ours, an' you've come ter grief at
last. I knowed what you'd come out to ther
Santa Fe trail fur ther minute I found out who
yer was. It struck me that I'd have ter figure
-<
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out ~ome way ter git yer, an' that's why I told
yer that our gang hung out at ther Sand Hill
here. Some.thin' seemed ter whisper ter me that
you'd come nosin' around here, an' yer did, sure
enough! Oh, but this is what I call all right!"
"Well, what do you think you are going to do
with us, now that you have got us?"
"Do with yer? Well, I'll jest t~ll yer ! There's
a crack in ther ground ther other side of ther
cave, an' it's so deep down that it takes more'n
two seconds ter hear a stone hit ther bottom.
We're goin' ter lower yoti an' your pard clown
there, Young Wild West! An' we're goin' ter
let yer be there till you're about starved ter
death. Then, ter put yer out of your misery,
we'll drop· a few big stones down on top of yel',
What do yer think of that fur an original way ter
git rid of dangerous people, like you am? Oh,
I'm a genius, I am! I've been thinkin' of how
I'd fix yer when I got yer, an' now it does ma
good ter be able ter tell yer."
The face of our hero paled as the villain said
this, though his manner did not change one bit.
It was the same with Cheyenne Charlie. Though
he_ feared that t1:e leader of the road agents
might carry out his threat, he was not going to
·
give in to him and beg for mercy.
re~kon you're a blamed sight better at· plannm thmgs than yer are carryin' 'em out " he
'
said, looking Buck in the face.
"Yer think so, eh? Well, we'll see -about it.
When did I ever fail in my plans that you know
of?"
"I reckon yer sorter failed this afternoon, when
yer undertook ter clean us up over in ther pass."
"Yes, that is right. I did fail that time. But
I am going to make sure not to fail this time.
Come! We may as well get at it at once, boys,
Th.e re is no need of waiting, for something might
turn up against us if we do. We'll jest take 'em
an' lower 'em down as fur as their la1'iats will
reach, an' then let 'em be there till mornin'.
Then we'll cut ther lariats an' let 'em go on
down. I reckon that'll be about ther best way
but of it. If we was ter leave 'em there te?
starve there's no tellin' but somethin' might tul'Jl
up in their favor, as I jest said a while ag<'.
Fetch 'em along, an' they'll soon know what it-is
ter die a slow death!"
Nearly every member of the . band was present,
and our two friends were surrounded by them.
· Bl.\t Buck Thomas had not seen fit to order thei:P
hands tied, for some reason. Probably he knew
pretty well that they could never ,get out of the
'
cave, even if they made a break for it.
"Git ther ropes off their saddles;" the leader
said. "We'll use them, as I said. We'll tie 'e~
around their waists, an' then take a couple o~
half-hitches around their arme, an' I· reckon
they'll be fit ter lower down. Come on! Fetch
'em to their doom!"
Wild and Charlie were seized by the men stand•
ing behind them and forced to stand up. T_hen
they were dragged along through the big cave
one of the villains leading the way with a lighteJ '
lantern. They both felt ,hat their position.. was
an extremely dangerous one. But there was" stU!
a hope left, even if they were lowered down int · '
the crack in the earth, for the villainous leade
,h ad -said that they were to hang there till morn.ing. That meant that the_y might have a chance
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to make their escape before morning arrived. It
seemed to be a forlorn hope, though neither Wild
nor Charlie would give in to it. They were so
used to the unexpected happening, iboth in their
favor and against them, that they could not think
of giving up. But there was one thing certain
about it, and that was that the road agents were
going to lower them down the deep fissure, unless there was an 1ntervention in their behalf
very soon. By this time the lariats had been
taken from the horses of our friends, and they
were now ready to be used for lowe1·ing the victims to their death. Wild and Charlie were taken to the edge of a fissure that was not more
than four feet in width, right at the corner of
the cave toward the trail.
"Jest hold ther lantern over an' let 'em see
how it looks," said Buck to the man who had
shown the way there.
"All right, Cap'n Buck," was the reply, and,
stooping, the fellow held out the lantern, so the
light might fall below it.
·
But just then something happened that he had
not calculated upon. There was a quick snap, a
sharp cry, and both man and lantern disappeared.
The sounds made by falling dirt and stones followed, and then all was still. The road agents
were stricken dumb for the moment, for it had
happened so suddenly that they had no time to
think, much less to act. The life of their companion must have been snuffed out like a candle
li.ght, for only one cry came from him as he disappeared.
Young Wild West, though much surprised at
what had happened, saw a chance to get away as
a result of the awful accident to the road agent.
It was as dark as pitch in that part of the cave,
since the lantern had gone down with the luckl ess man. He was standing close to Charlie, and
as he felt the hands of the villains leave him in
1·esponse to the awful cry of the doomed man, he
1·eached out and clutched the scout's wrist and
gave a gentle pull. Charlie understood, for he
was not so much surprised as to forget which side
of him Wild was on. The gentle pull meant for
him to move easily. He did so, and the next
minute he had followed the young deadshot fully
ten feet from the astonished road agents.
"Strike a match!",cried Buck Thomas, the first
of the gang to recover his speech.
"Come, Charlie! There is the entrance, right
over there!" exclaimed our hero.
Then the. two made a dash for liberty. That
was surely the time to do it, for in thei:· surprise
and horror at losing one of their companions the
Terrors had aJ...most forgotten their prisoners.
Wild and Charlie reached the canvas covering of
the cave's mouth almost before any one realized
that they had darted' away. As the dashing
young . deadshot lifted the sanded canvas for
Charlie to get out ahead of him, he uttered a
whistle for his horse. He repeated it quickly,
and then he darted out under the canvas.
"B:ere he comes!" cried the scout. "Spitfire has
got loose, l;l.11 right, Wild!"
"Throw up the canvas, Charlie."
Tl1 e combined strength of the two sent it up in
a jiffy, and then out trotted the sorrel stallion.
He ui;tered a whinny of delight as he saw ·his
young master. · Down went the sanded canvas
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curtain, and then, with a leap, Wild was on the
sorrel's back.
"Come, Charlie!;' he said, extending a hand.
The scout was there in a twinkling. It all
happened s9 quickly that Spitfire was galloping
down the gully before any o:r the road agents gJt
to the mouth of the cave.
'
"I reckon that's what yer kin call a narrer e·cape fur fair, Wild," the scout remarked, as they
rapidly left the bi,g sand hill behind them. "We
was mighty close ter bein' goners, an' no mistake!"
'
"That's right, Charlie," was the reply. "But I
was sure that something would turn -up to give
us the chance we wanted."
The noble sorrel stallion galloped away with
the speed of the wind. Powerful and enduring,
the double burden did not count much against his
speed.
CHAPTER XII.-Wild Does a Little Planning.
Wild and the scout were without any weapons,
and with only one horse between them. Consequently they headed for the n.ass, so they could
get back to Dusty Flat as soon as possible. They
had no fear of being overtaken by the road
agents, for the start they bad was a good one,
and both were well aware of what Spitfire could
do. They reached the narrow defile and then followed the Santa Fe trail through it. Halting
now and then to give the sorrel a res~ they
finally came in sight of the mining camp. The
lights of the saloon and tavern were shining
brightly through the darkness of the. night, and
they made the two who had experienced such a
close call with death · feel ve1·y cheerful. They
rode up to the camp, and Jim Dart was there to
meet them.
"Something ' went wrong, I reckon?" he said
questioningly.
"I should reckon so, Jim," answered the scout,
as he dropped lightly to the ground. "It was a
mighty close call we had, an' no mistake. But
we found ther hidin' place of ther Sand Hill Terrors, jest ther same!"
"Is that so? Good!"
"That's right, Jim," said Wild, as he dismounted. "We got back all right; but we had to come
without a knife or a shooter, and with Spitfire
alone. We didn't have time to get Charlie's
horse."
The girls were awake, and they now hastened
from their tent to learn what was the matter, for
they had been listening to what had been said,
and that was quite enough to make them an.xious
to know all about it. Wild quickly gave them
the gist of it, but that had hardly satisfied them.
· They asked so many questions that it became
necessary to give the full detail of their stirring
adventure.
"The villatns!" exclaimed Ariettli. "The:, were
going to put you to a horrible death, were they ?
Wild, you must be very careful how you go after them now."
"That's all right, Et," was the reply. "I hardly
think they will get another chance like the one
they had to-night. The Sand Hill Terrors have
got to be run down and I am going to lead in
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foing it. Such scoundrels 2.s they are must not
allowed to pursue their villainous busin:?~s."
"It's agin' our principles ter let 'em," spoke up
Gheyenne Charlie. '·We ve got th er name of
lakin' it warm fur sich gangs, an' we may as
vell have ther game."
"That is as sure as you live, Charlie!" Wild
x:claimed.
The girls then related how they had been callupon by Mr. and Mrs. Bones and the cowboy,
an
ur hero and the scout were forced to laugh
when they heard what had taken place.
"So Hop won five dollars of ther galoot, did
he?" said Charlie. "I reckon that didn't please
ther...actress much, did it?"
"Well, she simply said that her husband was a
fool, and, by the way he acted, he agreed with
her," Jim answered.
"Well, there's some queer folks in this world,
I reckon, an' them two is among 'em. 'But they'll
make out here all right, if they do happen ter
start up a show."
"Yes, that's pretty sure,." said Jim.
A little later our friends turned in for the
night. for Wild wanted to get up early and arrange his plans for the capture of the road
agents. It might be that they would leave their
retreat, after what had happened, but he hardly
thought they would. Buck Thomas seemed to be
a man of dogiged determination, and there was
little doubt that he would put up a strong fight
befQre he would yield. Our friends were up as
soon as it was daylight the next morning. But,
as early as it was, the miners were already waiting to hear from Young Wild West. They had
talked it over the night before, and the conclusion was that Young Wild West should lead in
the search for the road agents. As soon as the
- smoke began to ascend from the campfire of our
friends a delegation came over to see them. The
superintendent of the smelter was one of t hem
and the three men who had been in charge of th~
money box were with him. Rory Ford the cowboy, introduced the superintendent to 'our hero
and then quite a little talk was held.
'
"Do you think you can find the place where the
villains are in hiding, Mr. West?" the smelter
man asked, after the manner in which the holdup
had taken place had been discussed.
"Oh, yes. I can find it, all right," Wild an1wered coolly. "I was there last night, and so
'ff flS Cheyenne Charlie."
"What!"
His hearers were very much surprised to hear
this. Our hero thought he might as well tell
them all about it, so he did so. When the miners
learJ].ed that the .man called Ike and his two
friends, who posed as miners but seldom did any
wo1·k, were members of the Sand Hill Terrors,
they were astonished beyond measure. But, when
they came to think of it, they all declared that it
was a little peculiar that all three o:l' the men
shoult! have plenty of money, and never do much
work to earn it.
"Ike claims to belong to Clayton's 1·anch, an' I
reckon he does, when he feels like stayin' there,"
said Rory Ford. "Jest what kind of a galoot
Clayton is, I don't know. There ain't no one as
has ever .seen him, I i·eckon."
"There ain't no sich man, anyhow," spoke up
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another man, who had been a cowboy formerly,
but who was now working as a foreman at the
smelter for good wages. "What there is of ther
ranch used ter belong to a man named Clayton,
but Ike is ther boss of it now. There ain't n)
cattle on it, ter speak of. It's been goin' dow,1
hill fur nigh onto a year. Maybe it's ther place
where ther road agents git their grub; I don t
know."
"Well, ther stage is going back this mornin~,
any.how, and if we could only rig a decoy to draw
the Terrors to attack it, I think we could do
something," said the smelter superintendent.
It was just then that a horseman galloped up to
the tavern. All hands were much surprised to
see that it was Ike, the cowboy. There he was,
as large as life, yellow shirt and all!
"Ah!" exclaimed our hero, when he saw the villain. "That galoot probably thinks that we didn 't
see him in the cave last night. He has come bac!,
here to learn what he can. Now, if you'll do jas t
as I say, we'll rig a scheme to catch the Te~·rors."
"Go ahead. We'll do exactly as you say, Young
Wild West!" exclaimed the superintendent eagerly.
.,. "Well, don't any of you let on that you suspect Ike of being anything else than he poses to
be, then. Do you understand? He must be treated just the same as though he was an honest
man, with no knowledge of the band of road
agents."
"I understand. Boys, you hear what Young
Wild West says, don't you?"
"Yes, yes!" came the reply.
"All right, then. Mum is the word. Now, go
ah~ad with your plans, Mr. West." _
As soon as we have breakfast I will be over
at the tavern. Then I 'll do a little talking there
for the benefit of Ike. If he don't sneak out of
to:,vn to tell his gang what I say before long, I'll
1mss my guess, that's all. Just take it easy and
wait. We'll fix this thing up fol' you. But hold
on a minute! Is there a way to get to the Sand
Hill without going around to the Santa Fe trail
and riding through the defile?"
. "Yes; there's · a short cut, but it's mighty
rough b-avelin'," answered the driver of the
stage. "I've been over it a ·couple of times, but I
sorter come to ther conclusion that ther wear 2.11'
tear on ther outfit an' ther danP-er of bein' upset <
on ther rocks didn't pay fur ther shortenin' of
ther time, which was only about half an hour,
at ther most. So I've been goin' by ther regular route since."
"All right. Now you can give it out that
you're going to take the short route this morning-, and that you are going to take over a lot of
gold bars to get them changed into money, so the
men can be paid of!. You are taking the short
route so the road ·agents can't get you. Do you
see the ooint ?"
"Yes, I see-. You want ter rig a trap fur 'em,
I s'pose ?"
"That's it, exactly. Ike will make for the Sand
Hill as soon as he can get away after hearin"
this. Then I'll see to it that the rest is don;.
Now, if you all understand the game. we'll leave
it as it is until after we have eaten b·r eakfast."
They all understood pretty well, though they
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did not know just how the young deadshot meant tention to him, and he thought he had a sure
to catch the villains."
thing of it. A few minutes later he reached a
But they were willing to put their trust in him. part of the trail that was out of sight of theThe delegation soon left, and then ou1· friends ate camp, and then he put his horse to a gallop and
their breakfast.
made for the rendezvous of· the Terrors. Ike
"Wild," said Arietta, as our hero began sorting reached thei-e in ample time to let the villains
over the extra weapons they had on hand, "I want know what was going on.
to ride over in the stage coach with you."
"What's that?" queried Buck Thomas, a s the
"Is that so? Well, I reckpn you can go, for cowboy got jumbled up in what he was so anxthere is not going to be a great deal of danger ious to tell him. "They're goin' tei- send some
attached to it, providing the men do just as I gold bai-s over ter git 'em turned inter cash, s o
tell them to," he answered, with a smile.
they kin pay off ther men? Is that r ight, Ike?"
"Good! I like danger, and if there is a little it
"That's i-ight, Cap'n Buck," the cowboy a ssured
will be all the better!" the brav.e girl exclaimed. him. "An' Young Wild West is goin' with ther
A few minutes later Wild and his two partners stage, an' it's .g oin' by thei- short i-oute, so's ter
walked over to the tavern. Few of the miners . skip ther pass."
and those working at the smelting plant had gone
"Well, by jingo! This is sartinly great! I was
to their work, for they were all anxious to find jest thinkin' as ter whethei- we'd bettei- move
out what chances there were of the stolen money from here i-ight away or not. But now, I reckon
being recovered. Ike was there, an interested lis- we'll stay here long enough ter git t hat gold!"
tene1· to all that was being said. No one had said
"An' git Young Wild West, too!" spoke up one
a word that would put him on his guard, and he of the men.
no doubt thought that he was a very clever one
"Yes. We'll git him, too! Ha, ha, ha!"
indeed.
Ike was declared to be a very clever man, indeed, and he strutted about the cave, the envy
of his rnscally mat.is.
·
CHAPTER XIII.-The Road Agents Prepare to
"They never had ther least idea that I was one
Blow Up the Cave.
of ther gang, boys," he said. "I was putty sure
"Well, boys," said Young Wild West, a s he that Young Wild West an' his pards didn't see
met the gathering in front of the tavern, "I sup- me here, an' that's why I was so willin' tei- ride
pose you are · all waiting anxiously for your ove1· t er Dusty Flat tei- find out what was goin'
wages? But the superintendent told me a little on. I reckon I found out all right, didn't I?" ·
while ago that he is going to make an effort to
"Yer sartinly-did, Ike. You're a wonder you
get money to pay you in a clay or two. He pro- are!" cried the villain ,named Joe, who was ; sort _
poses to send some gold bars by the stage coach of lieutenant to Buck Thomas.
and let it take a route so as to escape the pass.
Since the exciting time of the night before, the
In this way the outfit will surely get through all road
had been very uneasy. They had
r1ght, and when it comes back with -the cash we neyer agents
dreamed of such a thing as that they were
·will take about forty men and go over and es- gomg to
have the ehance to get hold of a big lot
cort them in. Your money will be here in a
gold so soon. Buck looked at his watch.
couple of days, even if we don't get that back of"If
ther outfit leaves Dusty Flat at nine as
that the road agents took. I am going with the you say,
Ike, we've got jest about thi-ee-qua1:ters
stage coach, and you can bet that I'll get through of an hour
ter git tei- some good place tei- lay
all right. The Sand Hill Terrors won't know fui- 'em. But
afore we go I want t er tell yer
anything about this game, and we'H beat them what I'm in favoiof <loin' aftei- we git ther gold
while they are hiding. It wouldn't hardly do for an' have put Young
Wild West out of thei- way
us to try and drive them out of the cave under fur good an' all."·
the sand hill, for they could mow us down like
They all listened attentively, and the villain
sheep if we tried to get· in. We have got to
catch them some other way, and if they lay for went on:
"It's my idea tei- blow up ther cave a s soon as
the stage coach when it comes back they'll get
their medicine, because we'll be ready for them." we've done this, an' then light out fur some other
Nearly every man in the crowd knew what place, further down on ther Santa Fe trail ter
these words meant. Ike, the cowboy, thought he work. We've ,g ot three kegs of blastin' po.;,der
did, but he was far out of the way. The villain h1 here, an' if they was ter go off all at once I
had already learned that the stage coach was to reckon this big sand hill would be sortei- fiat.
start out with the bars of gold and that it was Then ther galoots kin come an' look fm· us as
going to take a different route. It was only nat- much as they want ter. They'll find ther cage
ural that he should feel that he ought to let his · busted an' ther birds flown. Ha, ha ha!"
This was the. signal foi- all hands to laugh, and
villainous companions know about it, so they
could make a holdup and get the gold. And as they did so.
"It's too bad that poor Phil had ter go an' tumYoung Wild West was going to accompany the
stage, here · was the chance to finish him. The ble down ther aack," said, one, after a pause:
more Ike thought about it, the more anxious he·
All agi-eed with him on this point.
was to leave the mining camp and · get to the
"It's all ther fault of Young Wild West, boys,"
headquarters o:£ the road agents, so he could let said Buck. "That makes it all thei- inore necesBuck and the rest know what was in the wind. sary fui- us tei- git hold of him an' fix him. I
, He waited until he found that the stage coach tell yer, tei- shoot thei- young galoot would be
was to leave at nine o'clock, and then he sneaked altogether too easy a death fur him! If we do
out by the rear door of the tavern and saddled git him, which most likely we will, I'm goin' ter
his horse. No one . appeared to be paying any at- try an' think of a way tei- make him suffl!r afore
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Hurriedly they got ready for their foul purhis breath leaves him. I won't be satisfied unless
pose. When they rode out of the · cave for what
I do."
"How about blowin' up ther cave, anyhow?" they all made up their minds was their last time,
spoke up Joe, after a short silence. "vVhat does they had their faces masked and were armed to
the teeth; they weTe ready for anything that
ther boys think about that, Cap'/"
"Well, I've told what I think, so ther best way might happen. Anyhow, they thought they were
ter settle it is ter let eveTy one vote on it. May- · ready, but they had no idea of what might hapbe sonie of yer think it would be a shame ter pen befoTe the thing was over. Being acquainted
dest1·oy a fine hidin' place like this, so we'll let with the surrounding country, it was easy for
the~· majority rule. So as every man kin express them to pick out a suitable spot to lie in wait
his feelin's without no argument about it, I'll for the stage coach. 'fhey reached the spot about
let yer vote with slip~ of paper marked 'yes' or half an hour before it could possibly ,get there,
and then they prepared to lie in wait. It was a
'no_,..,,
There was a feelin1s among some of them that rather long wait, but the villains were patient,
the cave should be preserved, so this prnposition and at last they heard the rumbling of wheels in
met with favor. Buck produced a little memo- the distance. Right below them was a sharp derandum book, and, tearing tl:e pages from it, he scent that led to the bl'ink of a steep cliff.
"Boys," said Buck, as he pointed it out to his
passed them a:ro1u1d. Few of them had penpils
to mark down the way they wanted to vote, but men, "I reckon we'll unhitch ther ho r ses an' tie
those who had them supplied those who did not, Yo·1ng Wild West to ther driver's seat. Then
and in a few minutes the ballots were ready to we'll send ther stag!} coach down there. If he's
be cast. Then the leader took off his hat and a Eve after it strikes tl-ier rocks below_I'll be satisfied ter let him live!"
placed it on the table.
The road agents nodded. Nearer c~e the
"Yon're now go'n' ter vote as ter whether ther
cave stP.nds as she is, or gits blowed up by ther stage coach, and in less foan a minute it apthree kegs of blastin' powder we've got," he said. peared in sight.
"Young- VY.ild West is on ther seat with ther
"Step up an' vote, an' let each man vote as he
driver!" exclaimed Ike, his face lighting up with
thinks best."
The viilain voted first, and then the rest step- villainous joy. "Everything is all right, Buck!"
ped up, one at a time, and deposited their ballots. -When they had done this Buck dumped the
CHAPTER XIV.-Conclusion.
contents of the hat on the table and proceeded to
Young Wild West talked it over with the driver,
sort out the ballots.
"Twelve fur ter blow her up, an' nine agin it!" and it was soon decided npon as to where Charlie
he announced. "Look at 'em, boys, an' see if and Jim were to meet foe stage coach, with the
men thev were goin~ to take with them to surthat ain't rio-ht."
·
"Oh, we'll take your word, I reckon, Cap," pri:;,e the Toad agents. It was decided that the
called out one of those who had voted against men under the lead of his two partners were to
the proposition. "The1· majority rules, so up set out first and ride through the pass. They
she goe,. as soon as we git Young Wild West an' were to wait for the outfit to come along, an d
keep just close enough to be on hand when the
ther gold."
holdup took place . if the plan worked. The thing
"That's right!" went up the cry.
"\Vell, it vms a square deal, bat I think thPr was rehearsed well. and wh"n th'e time. came the
majority is right in this case, anyl1ow," the lead- paTty set out. CharLe and Jim bad thirty good
er said. "iVhat good kin ther cave ever do us men with them, and all were armed and ready to
now, since there's c:1e who'll know jest how ter make short work of the Sand Hill Terrors. Wild
,git in ·i t? VI e won't be able ter 15it tliat galoot left it to the judgment of the driver as to the
they call Cheyenne Charlie, it am't likely, an' time, and they left when he advised them to, just
he'll lead ther gano· he"e sure Blow np tl,er about a quarter of an hour before the stage coach
cave is ther game, boys! An' then a new field would set out. There was no one in the mining
camp who seemed to be anxious about accomfur th.er Sand HE! Teno1·s ! "
par1ying Wild on his ride, and when they saw t'i1at
Again he look~d at his watch. Then he or- his sweetbeart ,,,as going with him, some of them
dered that eve1"ything· should. be made ready for shook their heads.
the explosion, so they could <lestxoy the cave im"Ther gal is takin' a big risk," said the promediately after the holdup. It did not take long prietor of the tavern. "I reckon she should have
to do this. The kegs were rolled to a point where stayed here.'!
the explosion would have the greatest effect, and
When the stage coach stal'ted off it was cheerthen a train of powder was laid all the way to ed roundly by those at the camp. Anna and
the entrance.
F:loise had deci..ed to remain at the tavern until
"Now, boys," said Buck, "jest gather up what Wild and Arietta came back, so the little camp
yer want ter take with yer, an' be sure ter take was left in chaege of Wing, the cook. After the
along enough bags ter carry ther gold, whi~h excitement caused by the leaving of the stage on
will have ter be divided up between us, on ac- its peculiar errand had died down, Hop looked
count of ther we;ght. If Ike has brought news around to find• a victim. The clever Chinaman
that is straight, you kin bet that we're ,goin' ter was itching to get into a game of poker 1 and it
make a clean win-out in this game!"
made little difference to him who joined in with
"I brought it ter yer as straight as I got it," him. He invited the Oard King to try concluthe cowboy assured him. "If they happen ter sions with him, but that worthy declined. But
change their plans it won't be my fault."
there happened to be a miner there who had
."Of course it won't. Ike, you're all right."
heard all about the Chinaman's abilities as a
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poker playe1·, and who yet thought that he could here an' see you!" boy-lover take his last l"ide on
hold his own with him.
earth! That old stage coach is his hearse, yer
"I. reckon if ther heathen was watched putty know, an' he's goin' ter start on his funeral jourgood he couldn't put up ther cards any way he ney in less than five minutes! Boys, unhitch ther
wanted ter," he said to the Carel King. "Ain't horses an' send ther driver back with 'em. Then
you smart enough ter catch him at his tricks, git out them bars of g-old that's inside ther
stage."
Dan?"
_
The driver did not go very far before he mount"No, I am not smart enough," was the reply.
''He is a sleight-of-han d performer, and he has ed one of the horses and rode off to meet those
who were coming.
got me beaten at the start."
"Git that old outfit around, so it faces ther
"Well, I've got a couple of hundred that I'd
jest as leave lose as not. · I'll go in a four- cliff," said Buck. "Hurry about it, boys!"
With amazing quickness, they obeyed his comhanded game with ther heathen, blamed jf I
mand. Unable to help her dashing young lover,
don't!"
Arietta uttered a scream for help.
,
Not to be outdone by a man he knew could not
"Yell all yei· want ter, gal!" sneered Buck.
play the game very well, the gambler changed "Yer can't
save him now. It's too late."
his mind and agreed to take a hand. But it was
"All right, Cap'n. Buck!" called out one of the
only one hand that was played, fol' Hop got the masked villains.
deal, dealt them four of a kind all around, and
"Let her go, boys!" yelled the captain of the
after they had all their money on the table and road agents, waving
his hat. "Good-by, Young
was called, the Chinaman helq the four aces. Wild West! You've started
on your ride to death.
Then they quit, disgusted.
Hooray!"
Wild sat inside the sta,ge with Arietta until it
The old vehicle was already moving, and as it
i-eached a point where it was likely to be met gained a little headway the villains leaped out of
by the road agents. Then he got out and climb- the way. It had no sooner got fairly started
ed up alongside the driver.
down the hill when one of the wheels hit a bump,
"Et," said he, "just have your rifle ready, and and around went ihe front axle as quick as a
if you see a masked man, the best · thing to do is flash, overturning the big heavy stage! Uttering oaths, the Terrors sprang forward.
to shoot him."
"Kill ther boy, anyhow!" roared Buck Thomas.
Fifteen minutes later they reached a very
rough spot, and the horses were forced to move "Shoot him!"
Half a dozen rifles spoke just then and the
along lively to keep from being run down by the
vehlcles. Down a little hill they went, and then masked villains scattered, some of them falling
they came to the spot that was to see the finish to rise no more.
"Whoopee! Wow, wow! Yip, yip, yip!"
of the plan, one way or the other. Suddenly a
It ,;was the voice of Cheyenne Charlie, and as
crowd of masked men sprang out in front of the
she heard it Arietta shouted with joy. The road
horses.
agents turned to flee, but it was too late. The
"Hands up!" came the command.
shot them down, like so many wolves!
"How are you, Buck?" Wild called out coolly, miners
Up came Charlie and Jim. They rushed to the
as he obeyed the command. "You've got the best spot
and found that Wild had not been hurt a
of me again, I see. I didn't expect anything like particle,
this. There must be a traitor down at Dusty that he though it was a pretty bad shaking up
had received. The miners did not stop
Flat, or you could never have found out that we until they
had cleaned out the entire band of
were coming this way."
road agents. It was one of the worst cleanouts
"That's right, Young Wild West," was the re- that· our friends had ever seen. Neither Charlie
ply. "Ther big cowboy what wears ther yaller nor Jim had done any shooting. · In a few minshir~ is ther traitor. Jest git clown off that box utes from the time of the arrival of the rescu-or no! Stay right where yer are! That's jest ing party the stage coach had been . righted up,
where I want you. Driver, you git down!"
little the worse from the upset. Then the horses
The driver obeyed, and was quickly relieved of were hitched to it, and Wild and Arietta got inhis weapons. Then Buck and one of his men side, and the party set out for the trail, which
climbed upon the box, while others of the mask- was soon reached.
.
ed gang kept our hero ccJvel"ed and attended to
"Now, then, I reckon we'd better go and see
Arietta. The boy sat there as coolly as though how it looks under the Sand Hill," said our hero
there was nothlng dangerous lik€ly to happen. coolly. "I want you fellows to see just where the
He suffel"ed his weapons to ,be taken from him Sand Hill Terrors have been keeping themselves."
without a mmmul", and then the road agents tied
They all went there and took a look around.
Mm securely to the seat, so he could not lift his Our friends got back to the mining camp in due
arms to help himself.
time, and that ended the adventu1·e. But we may
"What are you going to do. you scoundrels?" as well state that Bones and his wife made a
success of their opera business. Our friends
asked Arietta.
"Never mind, gal," was Buck's reply. "You'll heal"d thls a couple of months later, when they
happened to stop in Santa Fe. But they never
see soon enough."
anythin.rr more about the Road Agents of
There was a pole with a hook on it in the heard
stage, and, taking this as the first thlng he came tbe Santa Fe Trail.
to, he compelled the girl to place her hands beNext week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
hind her, and then they were tied to the pole.
WE-ST AFTER 'WHITE HORSE JACK'; or,
"There you a.1·~!" he said. "Now y•r kin stand ARIETTA AND THE WILD MUSTANG."
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CHAPTER V.
How Our Hero Managed to Cut His Bonds, and
How He Secured a Peculiar Weapon.

Bill was of a burly build, and much heavier
than his youthful antagonist, but what Dan
lacked in mere weight he more than made up for
,,./ By DICK ELLISON
in activity.
/
When the boy closed with his opponent he
(A SERIAL STORY)
clutched him around the boy in such a manner
as to hold his arms .close to his sides, for Dan
CHAPTER IV.-(Continued)
recalled the fact of the heavy club, and could not
"Very well," said Dan, and bending down he remember that he had .he;.,.rd it fall when he sent
picked up his box and slung it over his shoulder. his foe flying down the stairs with a kick. If the
man still held that club in his hand and cQuld
"I'm ready."
''Come along, then" said Bill, and started off get a chance to use it, the lad felt that he must
with the bootblack al his side, the latter happy lose the fight.
So he tried his best to pin the fellow's arms
in the prospect of getting twenty-five cents for
firmly to his sides while using every trick and
polishing a pair of shoE's.
Around the corner and down the street for device which he had learned at the gymnasium,
about a block and a half went Bill, and halted where he had paid to learn boxing and wrestling.
His wrestling tactics were more than a match
in front of one of tnose old-fashioned houses
which are occasionally found in the heart of the for the superior weight of his opponent, and he
business districts, usually ihe property of old quickly succeeded in turning Bill over on his
estates. •He walked up the shaky old- steps at the back, and did it in sucl). a manner that the rasfront of the house, and inserted a key in the lock cal's head hit the bare boards with a resounding smash, causing him to let out a yell that
of the front door.
·
He threw open the door and entered the hall- rnng through the house.
The sound of the ou~cry had scarcely ceased
way of the old house.
"Come along, kid," he said, in his jolly style. to echo through the hallway when a man ap''Right up stairs to the first floor back, and you'll peared at the head of the stairway gave one
find the gentleman and the quarter waiting for swift glance at the combatants, and then ran
quickly down to them.
,
·
you."
"Amos!" yelled Bill.~
Unsuspicious of anything wrong, Dan walked
"All right," shouted the man who .had n1shed
into the hallway, and ran up the stairs, anxious
to be on the job as soon as possible, and not to doW11 the stairs, and he dashed straight at Dan.
The brave boy turned to meet him, and made an
keep the customer waiting.
In fact, he was too eager, and slipped on the effort _to spring ~o his feet, but Bill clung firmly
to him, affordmg the new-comer a chance to
stairs as he was quickly making his way up.
As he did so, and before he could recover his strike th.c boy with bis fist.
The blow was a heavy one, and Dan was dazed
balance, something whizzed past his head and
by it. Before he could recover his senses Amos
struck the bare boards with a heavy sound.
His stumble had turned the boy half way struck him again, and this time Dan's muscles
around, so that he was partly facing Bill, and relaxed a.nd he fell over senseless to the floor.
Bill pickeri himself up from the floor and gave
to his astonishment Dan saw that the man had
\
rushed up silently behind him and was not more himself a shake.
"What a tough kid," he said.
'
than two feet from him.
"I told you he was," said the other, "and if I
Bill held a short, heavy club in his right hand,
the other end of which now rested on the stairs. had not been near at hand to put in the finishing
In a flash the boy realized that the man had touch the boy would have got away. Come lose
'
struck at him with the club, and he acted with no time with him, Bill."
"Take him up to his room?"
the quick-wittedness that he had shown when the
"Yes."
thief snatched the valuable bag from Mary Flint.
"And then what?"
He was holding on to the baluster with one
"Then we'll buy a chain and a strong staple
hand, having clutched at it for support when he
stumbled, and without letting go of it he made a to fix firmly in the chimney p!ace, and we'll have
him all right. We don't want to commit murquick kick at his enemy.
The extended foot struck Bill full in the chest, der, Bill, but we do want this boy kept under
and with a grunt of pain he reeled backward and cover and out of sight of the big fellow until the
business is settled, and that's the way to do it."
stumbled down the stairs.
"411 right," said Bill, and picked the boy up
After him dashed Dan, his one idea to get out
of the house at any cost, and he made such 1-ive- in his arms and walked up the stairs with him.
Young, sound and perfectly healthy Dan had
ly time down the stairs that he reached the hallsoon come back to consciousness, and had heard
'- way almost as soon as Bill.
He was da,shing fleetly for the front door when a little of the conversation. When he found himhis ankle was clutched by the man he had kicked self securely tied with a rop~ that had been
to the foot of the stairs. Bill gave the ankle passed around his arms and legs he was sensible
a powerful wrench and down came the bootblack enough to keep his eyes dosed and feign to be
,,
,.,c
still insensible.
to the floor.
(To be continued)
Instantly Dan closed with his antagonist.
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THE NEWS IN. SHORT ARTICLES.
LIGHTNING BURNS SHOES, SOCKS
During a recent thunder storm, Grantsburg,
Wis., Clarence Westlund had an experience which
he will not soon forget. While sitting with his
feet on the stove hearth Westlund was struck by
a currrentof lightt1ing, which hit his feet, burned
the soles off his shoes, also his stockings, and
hadly burned the soles of his feet. The current
then passed up his leg, around the body and
back to one of his shoulders. Except for blistering, he is uninjured.
GARDEN 6,930 FEET HIGH
One of the most extraordinary botanical gardens in the world is that laid out, at an altitude
of 6,930 feet, on the "Little St. Bernard," near
the valley of Aosta, Italy.
This garden, established by the late rector of
the hospice, M. Chanoux, comprises specimens of
practically all mountain flora, whether it grows
in the Alps, the Balkans, the Carpathians, the
Caucasus, the Pyrenees, the Himalayas or among
the mountains of America, Japan and New Zealand.
It ,vas begun in 1892, but was not actually
ready for inspection until 1897, when the rector
of the hospice intrusted it to the care of Prof.
Vaccari.

other clays in the United States that are equally
suitable.
Th'e process by which the clay is prepared is
simplicity itself. After mining it is purified by
a combined washing and chemical process and
the resultant finely divided clay after being run
into a settling tank is dried and is ready for
use. It is a soft soapy substance without a
trace of grit.
The purified clay has also been used in England in the manufacture of printing inks, for
color striking, an(! a substitute for much i,1ore
expensive chemicals in the vulcanization of rubber.

GERMAN PAPE.R SUITS UNFIT FOR WEAR
HERE
Walter H. Burton, a Chicago woolen me1·chant,
who returned from Europe recent1y, says that
the paper suits made in Germany, which were
apparently being boosted by certain officials of
the Administration in Washington, would be of
no use in this country on account of the heat.
"During the long war," Mr. Burton continued,
"the ~ermans had to fall back upon all kinds
of materials to make clothing out of, as they
had no wool or cotton to make cloth. Their
manufac~urers did wondei-s with paper. They
made shirts, underwear of all descriptions, colSOAP FROM CLAY
lars, caps, s~rnets, towels and bed coverings. The
Soap from clay is the promise made by a tablecloths m the hotels when I was in Gergroup of British chemists who have been working many three weeks ago were nearly all made of
on the utilization of this plentiful material for pai:er ~xcept at the Atlantic Hotel in Hamburg,
a number of years and who have just established . which 1s owned by the Hamburg-American Line
the commercial usefulness of their discoveries. and has been furnished from the supplies . that
Their work -is being described in a series of were intended for the ships.
articles in a technical paper by Prof. F. C. Wes''The paper suits and underwear are all right
ton, a leading British authority on colloidal·chemistry who has been in touch with their experi- to keep people warm in cold weather,· but they
are very trying in the summer, even in Germents.
StripIJed of all technical verbiage what this · many, where the temperature is much lower than
· group has discovered is a method of making use in New York and there is less humidity.
'"l'he underwear and the shirts stick to one
of China clay which is found in large quantities
both in Britain and the United States, not as an when they become soaked through with persadulterant, but as an ingredient in soap making. piration and have to be removed in pieces. The
Soap, as most people know, is made now from suits look O. K. until the rain comes, and then
f!!Jt and fat is scarce and expensive and is becom- good-by clothes. They shrink up and are likely
ing scarcer and more expensive every year. China to fall apa1·t suddenly in a manner that causes
clay is plentiful and cheap·. It can be had for confusion to the wearer. People who wear these
the digging and the process of turning it into paper suits · have to take to shelter directly a
soap-making material is cheap and easy. It is shower comes on and wait until it is over which
'
claimed that it can be used up to fifty per cent. might mean several hours."
Mr. Burton said he saw good serviceable suits
in ,combination with the usual fatty acids in soap
making and that the soap thus made lathers as sold retail in London in the stores of Mallaby
well, is as cleansing and as pleasant to use as- Deely, a member of Parliament, and other tailorsoap made in the old way of all fat. What this ing establishments, for the equivalent of $14 in
means to industry may be realized when it is American currency. He add~d that the duty on
stated that fats for soap making cost at present low grade woolens in the United States was
in England something like $200 a ton while the about 85 per cent., so that allowing for duty,
refined china clay can be produced and sold at freight and profit the suits could be imported
an excellent profit for something like $75 a ton. and retailed here at $30 each for the coming_
So far, the clays used have been from the winter. · The fit was not quite the regulation
famous Cornish beds but experiments with Fifth,.-avenue style, · he added, but with a little
Georgia clays have demonstrated that they can alteration would be quite presentable and would
be used equally well and no doubt there are many we·ar well for business purposes.
\
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WILD BOAR HUNTING
By Paul Braddon.
Most of my early life was spent on the plains
nnd in the wildernesses and fastnesses of the
mountains. A portion of my time was spent in
the service of the Government, acting as guide
to various exploring and surveying parties.
It was in the summer of 1854 that General
D - - came to me to know if I would take charge
of and act as guide for a party of distinguished
foreigners who \\ished to do some shooting on
the plains. I consented, providing they would
pe1-mit me to accompany them as _o~e of the
party. Well, they accepted my cond1t10!1s. The
party were mostly Germans 11;nd Aus~rians, the
tie-hest in rank amons,- them bemg a prmce of the
ro.yal blood-Prince Carl.
i soon found that they were jolly good fellows
in spite of their titles. When we went into camp,
as we did every night, Prince Carl always took
his turn in bringing wood and water.
Prince Carl (I always called him plain "Carl")
was broiling a steak taken from the rump of the
first buffalo we had shot. His face was all aglow
with enthusiasm, for he had enjoyed the exciting
chase immensely.
"It was excellent sport!" he ejaculated.
"Buffalo hunting is the choice of all hunting
on tl;le face of the earth in my opinion," I returned, American-like, wishing to feel that
America was ahead in evei-ything.
"Well," he said, "St. John, we'll not dispute
the point: it's purely a matter of opinion, anyhow. But tiger hunting in the jungles of India
is, twmy mind, a little more exciting."
"Not as good as buffalo," I persisted.
"And then there's boar hunting, our national
sport, so to speak:. The chasing of a boar will
inake the blood of every true sportsman run
high."
"Pooh! A boar's a wild hog, ain't it?"
"Yes."
"And squeals the minute he's covered, of
course."
"Does he!" with a smile, and the prince lighted
his pipe with a brand from the fire. "St. John,
do you ever expect to go to Europe?"
"I don't know. Perhaps."
"If you do, I promise you that you will change
your opinion after I've treated you to a boa1·
hunt, as I should undoubtedly do if you came."
This was all that was said about the matter at
the time. But we were together for several
months after that, and he and I became warm
friends. When the-time for parting came I could
not question the warmth or , genuine character
of his invitation to pay him a visit in case of
my making a trip to · the old world. "If I ever
go to Europe you'll see me of a certainty," I retm·ned as we shook hands for the last time. "I'd
like to hunt for wild hogs."
It was about five y·ears after this that I went
to Europe.
_
I wrote to Prince Carl. He replied immediate11,, on receiving my letter. His reply showed
the same old cordiality and he repeated his warm
invitation to come and see him.
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Three weeks after lanclino- in · Liverpool I
reached the house of Princ;;,Carl, and barring
the confounded scraping and bowing, it was very
pleasant to be an inmai"e of his house.
The prince and a few friends had been q~t
only a couple of days before, and there was still
some of the boar meat left in the house-confound it! I should say castle.
A boar hunt had been arranged to take place
the second day after my arrival, and of course
I was made one of the party.
A finer day for the boar chase could not have
been selected.
At last we were all in readiness and it struck,
me that they made a great many preparations,
if boar hunting was what I call "pig-sticking."
Never before had I seen such a vicious-lookmg
lot of clogs.
A ride of an hour brought us to the edge of an
o~en woods, in which Carl said ·.e hoped we
might start a boar, as the horses could more
easily pursue him here than wl:ere the growth
was heavier.
·
Two of the wild boars broke from a nearby
covert, where they had been feeding. Like a
flash they crossed our line of vision and disapp1::ared,_ separating and following gradually diversmg Imes.
Carl glanced at me. I nodd!ld and away we
went as fast as the powerful horses could carry
us, following in the direction of the hounds.
Faster-faster! The excitement of the chase
was beginning to grow on me.
How we flew! I never stopped to reflect that
I was new to boar hunting. I was drawing up
on the hounds. I knew that, though I could not
see them, for their cries were- closer.
Such speed was more than i-eckless-it was
madness-it was insanity.
Carl called to me to pause.
I was vaguely conscious that he did so, but
it made no difference to me then.
What I wanted was to get on faster and towanl'
that object I devoted every feeling.
Now I was pullip.g shfl,rply on this rein, now
on the other, to avoid collision with some giant
tree which obstructed a _straight course; and
every few seconds I was obliged to dodge to
save myself from being swept from the saddle
by some, low, branching limb.
Suddenly the
hounds gave cry in a different tongue.
My well-trained horse understood it, though I
did not, and the movements he made called my
attention to him, which was hardly done when
I was nearly lifted from the saddle, the reins
being wrenched from my hands; I went over my
steed's rump and landed on the earth in a sitting posture. It stunned me and drove every
bit of breath from my body.
My steed had gone on a few feet further and
then had stopped short, much to my surprise.
But I soon saw the reason. The boar had been
brought to . bay and was now surrounded by the
dogs, who jumped at and worried him while
they hemmed him in, waiting for the anival of
the huntsmen, and taking care to keep out of
the way of those long, curled and gleaming white
tusks. As I gasped for breath and slowly arose
to my faet I faced the "wild hog" and all my
contempt for · the animal vanished.
He was I the perfect _picture of wild ferocity,
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and as I saw his greenish-red glaring eyes fastened on me I would have given a thousand dollars to have been in the Rockies facing a grizzl~.And such a sound as came from his throafl
I know of nothing to liken it t o. It was not a
howl, nor a yell, nor a shriek, but it was a bloodcurdling combination of them all, with a grunt
under it. His first charge was on the dogs.
They scattered like chaff before a gale, yet
taking care-exhibiting a remarkable intelligence
_-to keep him hemmed in.
Snarling, snapping they closed in on the boar.
Then I saw the manner in which he made use
of the long, backward curving tusks that projected from his lower jaw. A dog had impudently approached too close. The hog made a
dash, his . head was swiftly lowered and was then
yanked upward with all the immense strength
that resided in the muscles of his short, thick
neck.
The point of the tusk nearest the dog caught
..., him under the belly, and when the boar's head
was so swiftly rai.sed the sharp tusk cut like a
knife and gashed him and laid him open to the
very backbone.
The boar now charged on the steed I had ridden. The horse was an old boar hunter and rapidly wheeled about on his hind legs, presenting
his broadside to the animal, just so that a rrlan
on his back could have delivered the boar a
telling and deathly blow. But I, his rider, was
not in my saddle to give him that thrust.
Heavens! What a scream was uttered by the
horse the next minute. The boar's sharp tusk,
already reddened by the dog's blood, had laid
open the flesh on one of the horse's hind legs,
cutting to the bone and severing every tendon
it ~ncountered. Leaving the horse, the boar now
came at me with his hideous and immense mouth
wide open.
I had lost my rifle at the time of my fall from
my horse and the only weapon I now had in my
possession was a stumpy, two-edged dagger,
~-hich Carl had given me just before starting.
"It is with that we give him.thefinishingstTOke,"
he had said at the time. There was no time to
ponder over the situation ; it was fight or run.
Fight or run? I remembered my bet, and
although I had not regained my breat>h. I drew
the hunting-knife, and the boar lowered his head,
made a _rush, tossed up his head-I struck-then
reeled back with a groan.
·
The point of his tusk had entered the flesh
just above my knee, and had gashed me to my
th.igh, though fortunately not very deeply. I no
longer had a scoffing word for the boar. He was
a worthy victim for any man's steel.
I heard shouts and cries of alarm. Carl and
the others were coming. Ha! They should not
say that I ·was a coward, that I had turned tail!
Blindly I fought the brute, slashing and cutting at him, aiming at his eyes and trying to
destroy his sight.
The· cries drew nearer. I was retreating; I
could not help it. But though he forced me
backward, I kept my face to him.
Again the boar was about to charge. I tried
to step back quickly, and planted myself against
th_e trunk of a tree. much to my consternation,
for now I formed the best of targets for those
cruel tusks. But my wits did not des:ert me.
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The dogs were snapping and snarling about
him, but as long as he did not feel thE:ir teeth
he paid no attention to them.
"Sic him-sic him!" I gasped, Hoping to arouse
the dogs into attacking him, and drawing his
attention from me.
In vain. In just one second that tusk would
be ripping me open as it had the dog.
I raised my knifi;, prepared for at least one
last grand effort, and-.
Crack! The rifle of Hans, an old hunter, suddenly spoke,· and the boar stopped short in his
wild onset.
Like a flash he suddenly turned and darted to
one side, and following him with my eyes I saw
him making toward Hans.
.
Half way between us the boar staggered, then
planted his fore hoofs at wide angles, and tossed
his head, and swiftly flashed his eyes around on
the dog-s, who leaped and ·growled and dashed
and snapped at him .
Hans flung himself from his ·horse, who stood
stock still just where he was left. Keeping under cover, Hans quickly placed himself in the
rear of the boar.
Then he bounded swiftly forward, the dogs
clearing the way for him, and the next instant _
Hans was beside the boar, grasping an ear in
one hand, his two-edged dagger in the other, preparing to strike. Quick as lightning the dogs,
no longer showing fear, sprang on the boar and
were in at the death.
Hans struck, the dogs fastened theit fangs in
the boar, and the animal fell, bleeding in a hundred places.
"Well done!"
.
So Carl exclaimed, and those with him applauded as well; the splendid exhibition of skill
shown by Hans in dispatching the boar. •
"I never turn tail!" I gasped, and then I must
have fainted from loss of blood, for the next I
recollect was when I awoke and found myself in
bed, suffering exceeding pain from my wound.
That was my first, last and only boar hunt. I
did not care foi· any more. I had not been educated up to that kind of sport nerhaps, and much
preferred the hug of a grizzly to the sharp tusks
and sudden, swift assaults of a boar.
Carl paid the wine when I was ·able to get out
of bed ten days later.
The other boar had been easily captured.
I must confess that I enjoyed the dainty tidbits of boar meat which they brought me while
I was confined to bed, and yet-perhaps it's because I am still a regular backwoods, up-anddown Yankee Doodle American-I don't know
but what I relish bear or Buffalo meat as well,
if not a little better, than that of "wild hogs."
"Yes," I admitted, as I bade my host good-by,
"it is exciting hunting. I'll not say another
slighting word about boars, for there's no denying that they can fight."

"Why, Willie, what has kept you so late? Did
you have to stay aftoi" school? I'm afraid you
have been naughty." "No, ma'am, I ain't never
naughty. Bobby Jones was licked for bein' very
naughty. an' l stayed after school te> hear him
yell."
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
NO BOTTOM
A miner lowered into a subterranean cavern
opened by a miner's blast at Volcano, Nev., some
time ago, was unable to discover the ends gf the
fissure. Stones drnpped through the opening
could be heard bounding from wall to wall, but
there was no sound indicating that they had
1·eached the bottom. Sparkling stalactite on the
sides of the cavern were revealed by lights lowered through the opening.

REMAKING NEW ZEJI..I,AND
More 1·apid changes in animal and vegetable
life are taking place in New Zealand than almost
anY:where else in the world. The native Polynesian 1;ace i~ disa.Ji>pearing before th~ European;
the native wild ammals amount to little in contest with ~he imported species, many of which
now run wild; the streams are full of American
a!1d European trout, which attain an enormous
s..ze, and .even the f<;>rests are being replaced by
t~e plant.mg of foreign trees as the native ones
·
disappear.
Eleven million larches, oaks, spruces, Douglas
firs and eucalyptus have already been planted and
v_ast numbers of seedlings are coming in all the
tiJ?e. Th~ reason for replacing the native trees
with sp~ci~s from the United States, Europe and
Australia 1s that those of New Zealand are too
slow of g-~owth, although some of them produce
excellent timber. The implantations thriYe every·
where.

LAUGHS
"In Japan you can buy a wife for a few old
sardine cans and some beads." "Well a good
.,
wife is worth that."
"He. always was a bad egg, but nobody seemed
to notice it while he was rich." "Yes he was
'
-all right until he was broke."

Elocutio!list---S~rike for your altars and your
BOY BEATS GIRLS BAIUNG
fires! Strike! Till the last armed foe- FanWesley Sheldon, a fourteen.year-old boy of Dat's two strikes, mister! One more an' yer out.
Ashburnham, Mass., was declared the winner of
tbe Worcester County Farm Bu1·eau breadmaking
"My husband has a terrible attack of grip."
contests, in which many girls competed from "V17hat are you doing for him?" "Nothing. He
every •city and town in the county. During a has his life insured for sixty thousand dollars."
period of three months he made fifty-eight
loaves of bread in nineteen bakings, performed
"I understand that after waitino- twenty years
seventy-six hours of .housework, and used forty- · she married a struggling man?' "Yes, poor chap! •
eight hours in doing errands for his mother.
He struggled the best he knew how but she
'
landed him."
KILLED WITH SCRUB BROOM
A very large hawk was killed recently by the
Weary Clerk-Have you any fountain pens
wife of Lewis Hall, who lives on Route 2, Bladen, that won't blot. when they are nearly empty~
N. C., with a common house scrub broom. The Dealer-Why, sir, I have fountain pens that
woman was in her house using the broom when won't blot when they are entirel-y empty.
her attention was directed to a commotion among
her chickens in the yard, when she ran out with
Crabshaw-If you insist on this new gown I'll
broom in hand and found a large hawk busy try- have to get it on credit. Mrs. Crabshaw-As
ing to capture a fowl. She used the broom and long as it'il going to be _charged, dear, I may as
killed the hawk at the first lick. Other than the well get a more expensive one.
excitement, tke chickens were unha1·med.
First Boarder-Smith must be behh1d in his
BEAR VISITS BARNYARD
makes- you think
A big black bear, which thrives on little pigs board. Second Boarder-What he's
had the neck
First Boarder-I notice
andt-fat ducks, is the latest vagabond to worry that? chicken
for the last three Sundays.
residents of · the Forty-ninth avenue district, of the
South Vancouver, Canada.
Rube-Whe:re's yer boy naow? Josh--lle's in
Mr. Bear, who evidentiy lives in an adjacent
New York. Rube-Which side'il he on oy this
forest, has made two trips to the city. Thus time?
Josh-What d'yer mean? Rube-·Is he
far he is at large.
His latest visit took him to the yard of John sdlin' gold bricks a'ready or buyin' 'cm yet?
Greaves, on Forty-ninth avenue and Prince Ed"Mrs. Caswell, while you were in Veni~e did
ward street. Greaves and his son-in-law heard
the pigs a-squealing. They came; the bear went. yo_u see the Bridge of Sighs?" "Oh, yes, I saw
Four pigs had been mauled. Four ducks, ·what they called that; but, my land! I've seen
partly eaten, evidently had composed bruin's first bridges ten times its size without ever going out
of Pennsylvania!"
course.
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FEW GOOD 1TE~1S

THE U. S. NAVY'S SWIFTEST VESSEL
Steaming at the rate of 38,257 knots, the U .
S. "Satterlee" in her recent official trials b1:oke
all American speed records. The best previous
record made by an American war vessel was
37.04 knots. The "Satterlee" is driven by two
14,000-horse-power Westinghouse compound turbines, which de'O'eloped 31,223 hoi-se-power and
broke all records for vessels of this, the destroyer, class.
PORCELAIN COIN IN GERMANY
The first German porcelain money is_ being
manufactured in Meissenr Saxony, and will consist of 300,000 twenty pfe_nnig pieces for use on
the Hamburg elevated railway.
The city of Meissen, as well as several other
, towns, has. ordered porcelain coins -J.or locaf use,
with a view of solving the present unclean and
easily tearable paper currency._ The German R~public is said to be. about t~ mtrouuce porcelain
coins ranging from 10 pfennigs to five marks.
CHOW'S BELT , A DREAM
Six one-pound cans of opium, alleged to have
been smuggled, were taken from Chow Sing, seventeen, of No. 42 Sands street, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
as he was leaving the pier at the foot of 56th
street, that borough, the other day.
As Chow who is employed on a steafl'!"ship,
passed thro'ugh the gate to the street, Patrick
Gaffney of the customs service noticed. that his
waist line seemed inflated. A search revealed the
cans attached to a ' belt worn inside his clothing.
The 'prisoner was taken before Unite? States
Commissioner Hennessy and was held ;n $1,000
r
bail.

--------

POUGHKEEPSIE KITTEN KILLS A SNAKE
Dutchess County, N. Y., has the prize fighting
kitten. A half-grown cat owned by residents in
the outskirts o.f this city fought a life and death
battle with a black snake, and not only worsted
the snake, but gloated over it and played with
ft after it was hors de combat.
The snake, of the black variety, had been
basking in the sun when the kitten pounced upon
it. The snake immediately started _to coil about
the young cat, but the latter was too _wary to
fall into the trap and rushed about with open
mouth and outspread claws, slashing at the snake.
The battle kept up fo1• nearly 20 minutes, the
snake bleeding profusely from the long, deep
scratches given by the ldtten's claws. Finally
the cat sank its claws into the reptile's head and
piei-ced its b1·ain. The snake died, but as the
body kept up the twi\ching that is usual with a
reptile until sundown, the kitten kept guard,
alternately biting and scratching, until the body
·
lav still.
·Then a farmer measured the snake, which was
fully five feet long, and one of the biggest ever
found in this section of the country.
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$1,000 FROM ONE COW
A thousand dollars a year on one cow.
Thfs is the remarkable record just established
by Maj. E. S. Person, a widely known cattle
-breeder of Minot, N. D. A Guernsey heifer on
his farm near here, besides producing nearly $500
worth of milk in the last year, had a calf which
sold for approximately this amount.
The office of the State Dairy Commissioner is
sending out field workers to interest farmers in
keeping fine dairy cattle. The farmers are being
encouraged to form organizations which under
the provisions of a bill enacted by the last Legislaturn may obtain State aid for the purchase of
purebreds.
The growth of the dairy industTy is reflected
in the official reports of the Dairy Commissioner's office. Fifty thousand dollars w:cis the return to l)roducers last year, more than three-·
fourths of this amount being inI11.arketed butte1·fat, acc01·ding to the reports.
While North Dakota is still considered a banner spring- wheat State, J. J. Osterhaus, one of
the Dairy Commissioners, believes that within
a few years the dafry products will carry a
value greater than that of the grain produced.
"THE WAY TO BECOME A MOVING PICTURE ACTRESS" is in "Moving Pictul'e Stories,"
No. 326. Get a copy. Price 7 cents; p_oi-tage free,
HARRY E. WOLFF, 166 W. 23rd St., N. Y.

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE"
SEMI-MONTHLY
-

10 CENTS A COPY

LATEST ISSUES - ·-

60 CAUGHT yVITH THE EVIDENCE. by Ethel nosemon.

61

A LITTLE GOLD SPIDER, by Cecil BurlelA'h

.
62 THE VELVE'J' TOUCH. hy Julia11 Darrow.
63 THE CLUE 01!, THE RED LAMP, by Ch,trles Fu!Oursler.
64 THE ,SCHEME OF SOLOMON SNARE, by William
Hamilton Osborne.
65 QUlCKEr:. THAN THE EYE, by Rnlph Cummins.
66 TH:E CLUE IN THE DARK RQOJII, by Ilamilton
Craigie.
67 THID TONGUE OF OSIRIS. by Marc Edmunrt Jon 08 •
68 DIDTlDCTIVE WADE'S BIG CASE, by EtbeJ ltosemon.
The Famous Dete-Otive Story.- Out To-day In No. 69 Is

THE SPIRIT BELL,
By Charles Fulton Oursler
FRANK TOUSEY, Pub., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

"MOVING PICTURE STORIES"
A ,veekiy lllacazlne Devoted to Pbotoplays and Players

PRICE SEVEN CENTS PER COPY
Each number contains Four Stories of the Best 1riJms
on the Screens-Elegant Half-tone ~cenes from the
Pla1s-Interestlng Articles About Prominent People in
tn_e Films-DoinA'B · ot Actors and .Actresses- in tho
Studios and Lessons in Sceuarlo Writing.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Pub., 166 W. 23d St., N, Y.
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GOOD READING
TARANTULA ON SHOULDER
After setting down a crate containing a bunch
c,f bananas that he carried across the store on
his back, John Lunak, an employee in a groc~ry
Btore at Devil's Lake, N. D., felt somethmg
crawling on his shoulder, ~nd putting up his hand,
came in contact with the largest tarantula ever
seen in the city. A bite from the creature would
have meant almost certain death.

000 people, 97 per cent. of whom are either natives or voluntary immigrants, and all living better and enjoying more political and 1·eligious libe1-ty than people in European Russia have. Where
he traveled it was like Minnesota, where wheat,
rye and vegetables and strawberries, raspberries
and currants grow, and sheep and horses graze
unsheltered the year round.

DOG BEATS BADGER
The old theory that a badger can whip any dog
that ever walked on four legs has sustained a
rude jolt. Dan and Ray Baker, Junction City,
Ky., while crossing a field spied what they believed to be. a raccoon hole. Securing shovels,
they began to dig, and they found theii- quarry
to be a mature badger. A husky bulldog owned
by the boys discovel'ecl the fact about the same
time. He hesitated not, however, and the battle
was on. Towser won, "ace high."

TRACING A COUNTERFTIT BILL
The tracing of counterfeit bills back to the
person responsible for their issue is a curious
and exciting employment. The experts a ssigned
by the Government to this work are among the
most skilful members of the Secret Service,
The Jal'Otection of the currency depends in large
me_a sure upon their efficiency, and the pains they
take are almost infinite. A strange story told
by one of these operatives illustrates the difficulties which they meet and overcome.
One day a bank clerk in Cincinnati detected a
counterfeit $20 bill in the deposit of a smalr
retail grocer. The operative was sent for and
undertook the case.
He found that the grocer received the bill from
a shoe dealer, who had it from a dentist, who had
it from somebody else, and so on, until finally
the Secret Service man traced it to an invalid
woman who had used it to pay her physician.
When questioned, she said the money had been
sent to her by her brother, who lived in New
Orleans.
The operative looked up her brother's pedigree,
and was certain tha.t he was the man wanted.
He had a bad record, was the proprietor of a
die, and was just the sort of person to be a
confederate of counterfeiters.
The operaii.ve
went to New Orleans with the handcuffs in his
pocket. but he was a little premature.
The man proved to the detective's complete
satisfaction that he had received the money as
rent for a small house he owned in Pittsburg.
The operative took the next train for Pittsburg.
The tenant of the house proved to be a travelling oculist, who spent most of his time on the
i·oad. He was then away in the West, but the
operative saw him on his return. and he at once
recognized the bill. It had been given him by a
patient in Cincinnati, the very point from which
the operative had started.
_The patient was a boss carpenter. The Secret
Se1·vice man got his address from the oculist
and made a beeline for the-"City. He had a premonition that something was going to happen,
and he wasn't disappointed.
The carpenter was an honest old fellow, and
told the detective without hesitation that he had
received the bill from Mr. Smith for repairing
llis barn. Mr. Smith was the small grocer in
whose bank deposit the counterfeit had turned
up. The detective flew to his store -as fast as a
taxi could carry him and found it closed. He had
left town. His shop, it was proved, was a mere
blind.

'.RABBIT FUR VALUABLE
Millions of rabbits are killed annually in the
Bl'itish islands and in Australia for their skins,
or, rather for their fur, which is used in making
felt hats. Great quantities of the English rabbit-skins are sent to the hat manufacturers in
the United States, but first they go to the continent of Europe to have the long, useless hairs
laboriously pulled out by cheap hand labor. Satisfactory machines to do this work are said to be
lacking. After the skins reach America the close
hair, or fur, is shaved off to be made into felt.
STORM STRIPS CHICKENS
Many visitors were attracted to the fa1m of
Harvey Lyman, between Newport and Stanton,
Del., one day, to view the. freak effects of a
night's storm, news of which had spread.
Nearly all the chickens, ducks and geese were
blown away. The few that remained had been
so tossed about they were stripped of their
feathers. There was only one chicken coop left,
the others having been blown so far they have
not yet been located.
The barn was blown down and the roof taken
from the house, but the machinery and farm
wagons in the barn were not even moved. A
large water tank on the second floor was carried
several hundred feet. Clothing was blown from
the third floor of the house and lodged in trees
several hundred feet away.
SIBERIA IS LARGE
A traveler in Siberia says that few people realize the immensity of that country. To think
of a single state stretching through 130 degrees
of longitude and possessing one-ninth of all the
land surface of the globe is staggering. The
United States and all its possessions, and all
Europe, except Russia, could be put in Siberia,
with land enough left over to make thirty-five
states like Connecticut. He had thought of it
as a convict settlement only, as most persons do,
no doubt. He found it _a country of nearly 9,000,-
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coal went begold inter ested In savu2 money. w lo wo.nt.a t ,, l.ress wen and not fe el extrav ..
g ing at prices of
e.gan t is ·invited to write us f or our tree book of
from $2.25 to $3
::ri~1i:tfu~do!8~g!~:rt~~t;~j~"a~ ::;rr.tt~:i·m!:1;~~~
s am_ples" a nd a-et our whole p r oposition bf. return
in the spring of
mail. Try it-;c:osts _you nothina- -irst a po1ta , r et t he
1919. The cost
0
ffJ::r::i:~a~t~t~~:~;i~~~Wetl
:nd~!!i!;~izi!;:
of mining coal is
PARK TAILORING COMPANY
s carcely
m or e
Dei,1 382
Chicago, ILL.
than $3 a ton in
the most expensive mines. When
Gold-plated Lan lllere and
an operator loads
Cbaia, p a ir E a r hob s, Goldplated Es1,au 1loa E r aeelet
a fifty-ton car it
with Im. ffa teb,guaranteed
q ua lll1 a nd 3 Gold-platecl
can be seen that
RinL":"S A LL F R EE fo r
sel1i n(l' onlf lS pieces
he should make
Jewclry at 10 cents each.
Columltia Nevelty Co.
a t least $250 if it
Del,l,36 z.&u t BHtoo. •••h
is not sold under
contract and if he
is not afraid of
being indicted. Of
course some opera tors are tied up
entirely by contracts and have
WONDERFUl,.NEW DEVICE
had little spot
g u id e s your band; corre ct s
coal. 0 t h e r s ,
your writing In a fewdays. Big
improvement in three hours.
rather than run
ft~l~t
IEk. St. Louis Mo.
the chance of inDept. J<
dictment and unfavorable publicity, are not selling their coal at
more than $5 a
t on.
.
But still others
are selling coal
for what bidders
are willing to
pay, and some of
them seem to be
- willing to pay
high prices. For
t his reason, West
Vir gi ni a will
>
probably have a · No matter whether used tn pipe, cigarette,
cigars, chewed, or uaed In the form ot enutr.
new crop of milSu perba Tobacco Rem ed y contains nothing
lionaires, m u c h
Injurious, no dope, poi sons, or habit torm·
to t he annoy- -tng
drugs. Guaranteed. Sent on trial. It
ance of the "First
it cures eosta you one dollar. It tt tails, or
It you are not perfectly satisfied, costs Yo•
Families.''

h:J:

i~w.ig_1tsz:~nt

YouWanttoEarnBigMoney!
And you will not be satlsflod unless you earn steady
promot ion . But are you prepared ror the job a.head
of you? Do you measui;:e u.tr to the &tandard that
lnsures success? For a more responsible position a
fairly good educati.on is necessary. To write a sensible business letter. to prepare estimates., to figure
cost and to compute interest, you must have a cer~
taln amount of preparation. All this you must be
able to do before you will earn premotion.
Many business houses hire no men whose general

knowledge ts not equal to a high school courstt~
W'hy? Baca.use big business refuses to burden itself
with men who are barred from promotion by the
lack of elementary education.

Can You Qualify for a Better Position
Wo have n plan whereby you can.

American School of Correspondence

u. s.
r-------------------Dept. B. D.-684

nothing. Write tor tun remedy today.
811PB.RBA COIIPANY, 1111_ Baltimore. Kd.

Chicago,

A.

1 American School of Correspondence,

I Dept. B . D.-684, Ch icago, Ill.

II

IOBACl0
Or SNUFF HABIT

cured or No PAY

We can give you

a complete but stmpUfled high school course in two
years, gi• ing you all the essentials that form the
foundation of practical business. It win preparo
you to hold your own where competition is keen
and exacting, Do not doubt your abtlity, but make
u_p your mind to it and you will soou have the re·
Quiroments that will bring you success and big
money. YOU CAN DO IT.
Let us show you how to get on the road to succee9.
It will not. cost you a sing-le working hour. We are
so sure of being able ~to help you that we will
cheerfully return to you, at the end of ten lessons,
every cent you sent us if you are not absolutely
satisfied. What fairer olfer can we make · you?
\\•rite today. It costs you nothing but a stamp.

Explain how I can qualify for positions checked.
• , .. Architect,
.. .. Lawyer,
$5,000 to $15,000
$5,000 to $15,000
r • • •• Buildlng
Contract.or,
. •.. Mcchan1cal Engineer,
I
$5.000 to s10.ooo
H,ooo to ;10.000
I
Engineer.
! • . .. Automobile
$4,000 to $10.000

I
I

I

I
I
I

.... Automobile Repair..•. Em..,loyment M'A"'r.
ruan, $2.500 to $4,000
$4,000 to $J.0,000
•.. . Civil Engineer,
• . . Steam Engineer
$5,000 to $15.000
$2,000 t.0 $4.000
• . .. StructuraI En~neer, . . . . Foreman's Courso,
$4,000 to ~10,000
$2.000 to $4,000
•••. Dustnoss Manager,
• • • •P hotonla.y Writer.
$5,oeo to $15,ooo
$2,ooo to ;10,000
. ••. Cert. Pub. Account- . . .. S<tn!tuy Engineer
aut, $7,000 to Slo.000
$2,000 to $5.'ooo

I • ••• Accountant

{

. ... Shop Superintendent
$3.000 to $7.000

& Audi-

• • •. Telep't,:lono Engineer,

I

I
I
I

I
l

I

I

l

I
I

tor, $2,500 to $7,000 ·
$!(,aOO to $5.000
•••. TelegraPh Engineer,
I • • •• Draft:~man-Des..tgner,
$2,500 to $4,000
to $5,000 J
I ••• ,Electrical Enginoer, •••. High $2,500
School Gradu[
$4,000 to $10,000
a te,
Iu two ye&rB .
I •• • •General Education, •• • ,Flre I,:,•. Expert,
In one :,ear.
$3,000 to $10. 000

I

I

~ame •. . .. •• . .. . • •.. . . ..

I

l

------ J

Addreu • ..•••.•••• • •••••

M?4rDiJn¥
$:Jle&uce

. :Lonjdl§,o
~

ijl
~

,·
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Taking off surplus weight is
a mild and pleasant process by
the Korein system. Almost day
by day you notice your figure
growing more lithe and graceful,
your features becoming more
youthtul, your vitality increasing. Deing fat is so unnecessary
when you can- reduce to your
normal weight without discomfort or denying yourself the indulgences that make life pleasant
for you. You will soon wonder
why you did not reduce ltmg ago.

Oil ofl{g1, ~in
Famous actresses on the stage and in moving pictures use Oil of
Korein and follow the easy directions of Korcin system, thereby keepmg their figures attractive and their vitality normal.
No matter what your age may be or how stout you arc, you should
get the benefit of this wonderful system of beautifying the body by
becqming slender, graceful, agile and vivacious.
Go to any busy drug store and get a small box of Oil of Korein,
in capsules. Or if you prefer, you may buy direct from headquarters
by first writing for our booklet entitled "Reduce Weight Happily,"
which will come to you in plain wrapper, postpaid, free. With every
box of Oil of Ko rein a $100 Guarantee · is given; if you do not reduce
your weight, it costs you nothing! Many reports of pleasing reduction
of waistline, double chin, obese hips, enlarged bust, over-fat limbs, etc.,
by Korein system. Held in high .esteem by readers of "Mystery
1Iagazine"-men and women. Our address is:

KOREIN CO., NP-103, Station F, NEW YORK CITY
NOW, JAZZ 'Ell UP, BOYS I~ A NEW Ar.D NifTY l~VENTIO~
>~

JAZ-F'LUT
llltO , UII.

ABOUT OUR
STOMACHS
How insulting
we can be to our
stomachs and get
away with it is
well illustrated in
a report made to
Science by Ralph
C. Holder, Clarence A. Smith and
Philip B. Hawk on
some experiments
they made at Jeff er s on Medical
College, Philadelphia.
Some students
were feel for a
week on savo1·y
f o o cl , carefully
weighed, in an attractive 'room and
all their excretions were weighed. Then for two
days the same
kinds
of food
were made disgusting by mixing t o g e t h e r
m e at, biscuits,
jelly, cornstarch,
o I e o margarine,
pudding, etc., in
a porcelain dish
s m e are cl with
charcoal. T h i s
they ate upon a
dirty
table
strewn with dirty
dishes, while, to
make the m e a 1
repulsive to the
nostrils, some indol was sprinkled
under the table.
One of the students could not
eat it, but the
other, who managed to get the
unsavory m e s s
into his stomach,
digested
within
one per cent. as
much of his
meals as he had
when daintily fed.
All of which
proves that it is
easy to insult the
stomach without
arousing it to hit
back.

/

CAPTURED
AFTER 15
YEARS

_T~~
3 0~fln:ifrea
~1;!~1:r
t,repaid on the

~~~:~f:~~e

~~ c!?~~~~

and special ojfers. Select from 4.i /
styles, colors and sizes 1n tbe
''RANCElt''Une.
EASY PAYMENTS If desired, !Lt
a small ad vanoe over our R8gular

lot
Julius M a i er,
In
Solid Gold
Soffd Cold
alias Leiter, a
i~~t~7r;1!~t8~j~;.~afc!1 fti!c:'ithout
n.nd
provosittons
latest
-our
1?etttng
former Sing Sing
We'll
and
Name
Your
Send
::c~~"t:°;.RJ:::i~~~ic~~1;.~,\er~~
prisoner who has
mafe b1~ money tak1ng orders for
Send You a Lachnite
been a fugitive
btcyctee and eul)plies. Get our
liberal terms on a fla.m1>le to introfor fifteen years,
duce the new "RANCER."
has , just been reTires, eqillpment, eundrlea and e-..e rvth1ng 1n
the btcycle l1neat ha~fmualpricea. Write todav.
captured and was
M E A D g.~f Lfis~ 0 M ~htc:s!
again imprisoned
July 11. An odd
coincidence landed him behind
bars again.
Charles F . Rat'Beantitully finished, Dickel windinc
ti g an, Supe1·ini:~o!!iu.1:U~1&
cran~.~;;::e::ot~~v·r
tendent of Prisbox wiih mica diaphragm, maket
perfecireproducUons ot all kind•
ons, sent S. J.
of mus!e. A MAJ(V;ELOU8
Bergin, P a r o 1 e
Mneblne in ever)' wny. Dellgh'°'
ed t bousanc1e ot home1.
Agent, to WashSendllO MONEY
ington, D. C., and
0
:t\>~~1!~api~~;e~~
send ;:~\~
Bergin returned
dispoae of on special offer at 250
ea.ch. Send us ihe t.6 you collect:
M a i e r to Sing
and we will send ihh new Im·
S i n g . Maier's
~ proved E. D. L. Phonograph and
a aeleciion of 6 record! free.,
downfall is laid
E, D, LIFE,Dopt. ST46 Chlo•. .
to a similarity of
names and a case
of mistaken idenPlllat
tity.
The dragnet
"''"0•L•-BJG FuN
You apJ)&l'tlntly aee t!m&Clotb"", Y<lO!t.
had been spread
Stone. any <1b1ac11. Bee B•nu In Fle811.
.
by Federal aumaglo trick novelty Fum with each x ·Ra:r.
thorities for anMARVEL MFG. CO., De,t.13. NEW HAVEN. CONN.
other man whose
name is Julius
A SIX MONTHS' SUBSCRIPTION TO Tiffi
Leiter, a tailor.
MAGAZINE FOR ONLY 50 CENTS!
BOYS'
The pol i.c e
By accepting this remarltable low price offer you
brought in the
save 70 cents over the newsstand price as our price
PER COI'Y ls 20 cents.
former Sing Sing
THE BOYS' MAGAZINE is the finest boys' periodical
in. America. Each Jssue contains from 15 to 22 thrilling
prisoner, who is
short stories, from 3 to 4 splendid serial stories besides
also a tailor.
a woa1th of special departments devoted to Electricity,
Mer.hanics. \Vireless, Popular Science, Athlet-tcs and
In looking
Physi cal •.rrainlng, Edltoriais, Stamp and Coin Collect~
ing, Review of Now lloys· Books, Moving Picture Plays
th' rough the
and Players~ Stories by Boys, DebaUng, Outdoor Sports,
gallery,
rogues'
Amateur Photogra!,hY, Talks with Parents, Boys ,vho
.Are Winning Business Success, otc., etc. Besides all
Washington au this we are uow publishing, ln each issue, a Jarge numb er or illus trated jokes drawn by the best professional
thorities f o u n d
comiC art.ists in America.
the picture of
Send only 50 cent~ today (send stamps U more con,
It
prisoner.
their
ve~g~t) a~~d n6~e'lfa:t'~~r {h~u\ft~~~~~ipi~y11~ 0 ~; o~io. "'E
WlLL REPUND YOUR MONEY IMMEDIA'l'ELY ehould
appeared on a
you not be more than pleased with THE BOYS'
circular a s k i n g
MAGAZINE. Our firm ls in corporated for $200,000.00
unclcr tihe laws of the State of Pennsylvania. Every
his arrest as a
banker and publisher tn .America. will tell you we are
p a r o l e violator
ABROLU'rELY RELIABLE.
Gold-plated Lan:.IJ!ei-e amJ
Ro scnrl r~long your subscrlptlon and if THE BOYS'
(:hain, vair .Earbobs, Goldwho vanished in
MAGAZINE dot'sn't far exceed your e'.'f:peotatlons 'wve'll
p!~Jt::d J,:xpnn@lvn Uraeelel
Question.
without
and
r efund your mon('y promptly
So Supt.
with lm. Wnteb,guaranteed
1905.
Addrc:s: Tho Scott F. Red field Co., Inc.
t1ua.ilty and 3 Gold-plate l
Rattigan was no5040 Main st. Smothport. Pa.
Rin)!S ALL FREE for
selling only 15 piece»
tified that the
r&E BOYS' MAGAZINE is 0 11tJ!n't! !1~,:i;;••tands
Jewelry at 10 cents each.
.long-sought ex~l~ Columbla Novelty Co.
Hen4f,Ot~llstRolt,o~~ ·•
r,oc~ •
convict was in the
OLD COINS - WANTED
toils. Since violating his parole
$2 to $500 EACH paid for Hundreds or
Coins dated before 1895. Keep ALL old
Maier has travMoney. You may have Co\11s "ortt a
eled all over
Large Premium. Send 10c. for new
Genuine Song-o-phone cornet, solid metal,
America. llighly polislled. Any one can play it. Given
North
Illustrated Coin Vallie nook, size 4xG.
Get Posted at Once.
for selling 25 Jewelry Novelties at 10c each.
He still owes the
Eagie \Vatch Co., Dept. 364, E. Bos ton, lllass. CLARKE COIN CO., Box 35, Le Roy, N. Y.
State two years
To a.cceleraS., the a-r.,wth or a lllou•ta-che UH KOTALKO.
convicold
on his
A small box will be malled tor Zl> cents; a large box, for
tion in New York
fl..00. Postpaid ln plain pac)l:ftge. Fine reports from
many .users. Sen,1 cash or st'ami,s to John Hart Brl&,,
of forgery.

REAL PHONOGRAP.H

12c..

l

J!oys

~~FREE

$

MOUSTACHE

taln, 150 East 32d St. (BC-103), New York, N. Y,

,

I

nured His RUPTURE
I was badly ruptured while lifting a trunk
several years ago. Doctors said my only
hope of cure was an operation. Trusses did
me no good. Finally, I got hold of something that quickly and completely cured me.
Years have passed and the rupture has
never returned, although I am doing hard
work as a carpenter. There was no oper:ttion no lost time, no trouble. I have nothing 'to sell, but will give full information
a.bout how you may find a complete cure
without operation, if you write to me, Eugene M. Pullen, Carpenter, 301G Marcellus
Avenue, Manasquan, :r:-- :r. Better cut out
this notice and show 1t to any others who
are ruptured-yo u may save a life or at
least stop the misery of rupture and tµe
worry and danger of an operation._ _
_

BIG VALUE-for IO o,~.:1:-·
.

O Songs, won1_-s and m.usic; 2;1
tures Prett ;,rls;10 Ways lo !\lake
Money· 1
ook; 1 Book on
Love · 1'111ag1~ ~-o"'; 1 Book Letter
Writing· 1 Dream Book and Fortune Teller· 1 Cook Book; l Base
:&all nook, gives rules for games; 1
' Toy Maker Book; Language of
Flowers· l l\!orseTelegra ph_Alphabet· 12 ' Chcwicnl Expenments;
Magic Age Table; Great North Pol':
Game· 100 Conucdrums; 3 Puzzles,
12 Games· 30 verses for Autograph Albums.
All
bove'bv mail for 10 ,.,,.. and ~-eta.postag e.
SALES CO., Doi;c 20 """ 1 " I ~·,.• · k. ton~.

l:'J-tAL
SORE NESS

WILD

WEST

WEEKLY

--LATEST ISSUES--

022 Young Wild West at Death Gorge; or. Cheyenne Chnrlie'
llard-l'an llit.
023 Yonng Wild West ancl "Monterey Bill"; or, Arletta's Game
0
HlnlI.
!JU Young Wild West ancl the Dearlshot Cowl.>oys; or, A High 01
'l'irne at Bucklni,;_l>orn Hauch
925 Youn;:,; Wll<l Wests Cavalry Charge; or, The Shot That SavP
Arietta's Life.
02G Young ,v11d West's Three-Day Hnnt; or, The Ral<lcrs of Re
navine.
027 Young Wild West and "Silver Stream"; or. The White Girl Cup
th'e of the Sioux.
028 Yonng Wild Wc«t and the Disputed Claim; or. .Ariet t a·s Uolue
~hower.
020 Young Wild ,vest and the Greaser Guide; or, 'l'll e Tr:ip~ Tlla
Faile<l to Worl,.
!!30 Young Wild West's Ripping Round-l;p; or, Arietta's P r:tiri
p,,ril.
!l31 Young "'ild ,vest's Toughest 'l'rail; or, RaITle<l by Banclits. ·
\!3~ Youn;:,; Wild "'e~t ut "l•'orbiJden l'ass·•; an<l, How A riel ta l'aid
tile Toll.
033 Youn;:,; v;ucl West and tl1e Indian Trai t or; or, 'l' ll e Cllarg,, ,,f tll
"Re,!" nrigade.
034 Youne; \\iltl West an<l tile 1Iasked Co,vboy; or, Arietta·s r.eady
Rope.
0~5 Young Wile! WcRt antl the Ilancllero•s Daugl>ter; or, A Ilot Old
'rime in ?\Iexico.
For snl~ by nil newsdealers, or will be sent to any addres<i on
receipt or prh_•e, 7 cent-s Iler cot>Y, ia n1oney or po~tng<· stnmµ4,, l,s,
JIARRY E. \\'OLJ,'J,', l'ub., 166 West 23cl St .. Kew York.

OUR TEN-CEl'\JT HAND BCOKS
No. 35.

.HOW TO l'L,\. \' GA.\J.ES.- A compl ete an() useful little
book, containing tile rulcx_ nn<l rc•gulutions of l.>i lltarr! s, 1,::.;ntt:iie,
\Jackgan11uou , crot1uct, do1111nnc:--, etc
No. 36. now TO SOL\'E U>1' u_~DU_lJ)lS .-Contn i u in.a- all th
Sore or open Jegs, u leers, enlarge;! _ verns'.
eczema healed while ~-on work. \V rite fot leading co11u11Urun1s of the clay, ,truu:;1ug ru.ltlle~. cL11·1u us catc lle s an'1
witty
sayit,gs.
free book and descril>P your own ca~e.
,.
No. 88. ~o.w TO BECO.llE YO(;H. OWN no_CTOll.-A wonderful
A. C. Liepe, 1457 Green Bay Av.,Jllilwaulc ce,
book, contau11ng usdul anti pruct1cal mformatwn iu tLe treatment
of orclinar:r <liscuse8 un<l a1lwents common to en,r_v tami::r.
Ing in useful au<l effcctiV<' recives for g enera, compla i n ts . AboundAm•zlnely esay to learn. K. l. SHORTHAND, beat

HEALE _D

''!!."·

REES HORT HAND

F

slmplffl•d syatem in world •. Uat:d fn Army, NavJ.
courts; byprofeHionala nd ~osine6em~n and women:
accretariel!.z p.tenoftrapb@rs. typuace-evrryb od#nt 1,:r

pens}v~itE~ltVs;;~:~¥dJh~:!: lt:d~ 'a~chure io
}',!'J'/'m lNSTITUT£,E G -103 't.~on l',NewYork,N. Y.

No. 39. now TO J.tA~SE DOGS, l'OUL'.rttY, l'WEOXS AN
RA.llBITS.- A useful an<l rnstructn·e book. iluudsou1<•Jy illustrated
No. 40. HOW TO M.AKE AND SET THAPS.-ln c,u ,ling hints

how to catch mole_s. weasels, otter, rnts, s<1nirrels an<l birds.
how to cure skins. Copiously Illustrated.
.
No. 41.

0

Als

THE BO~S O.F NEW YOltK END :IIEN'-'l JOKE BOOK

Containing n. i;reat yariely ot the latest jokes used b.v tile mos
famous end men . No amateur nunstrels is co10pl eh' "-·ithont tLl
wonderful little l>ool<.

No. 42.-TlfE BOYS 01' NEW YOnK STU'.\IP SPEAKER.- Con

Rheumatism
A Remarkab le Home Treatment
Given by One Who Had It
In the Spring of 1893 I wns attacked.I bJ'il"iJ"'1.;

la.r and Inflamn..a.tor.Y Rhewns.Usm.

a

yer~

er

only these who have it know. tor over three
J tried rromed:, after remedy, and doctor a
c.loctor bui. such relief as I received was only dtem. ' FinallY, I found a rtIDQdy that cure m~
JlOt ;?etelY and it ha.s nen,. returned. I ba.ve
~~n it

tO

taining a varl<'rl assortment of stump spe~clles, Ne_a-ru. Dutch an
Jrisll . Also entl rnen·s jokes. :rust the tlnng for home awu<emen
noel amateur shows.
.
No. 43. HOW TO DE_CO:IIE A_ lllAGICIAN .-Containin~ the grand
est assortmen_t of mag1~al lllu~1ons ever placed before the oubl!c
A!Ro tricks with carus. 111canlatt0ns , etc.
No. 44. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALBUlll.-A grand collection o
.All>um Verses suilublc for any time and occasion, embracing Llne
of Love .Affection, Sentiment, Humor. Resp~ct, and Condolence als
verses Sullabl~ for Valentines nncl \Yedclin!!~•
·
No. 45. THE BOYS 01•" NEW YORli ,\Jr:SSTREL GUIDE AN
JOKE DOOK.-Som etlling new an<l vpry inRtructive.
E1·ery bo
should obtain this book, as it contains full instructions for orf:aniz
Ing nn amateur minstrel troupe.
For aalo by all newsdealers, or ,vill be sent to any addreaa
0
receipt of price, lOo. per copy, or S for 2Gc., in ruuney or postai:
stamps, by
FRANK TOUSEY, Pub~ 168 West 23d st., · New York.

a number who were terribly afflicted

and cvon bedridden with rheumatism, some of
t1iem '10 to so yl.'a.rs old, a.nd results were Ute
sarew:ire::y 0:~;~ro. from any form ot rheu•
matte trouble w try this marvelous hea.llng powe1j
Don't send a. cent; simply mall your name an
address and I will send It !ree t.o try- tA!~er
ha\"e used it and it has pro,en 1tse11 o e
1on2'.-loolrnd-tor means ot ratting rld ol tyour r~~ :
1
matism you may send the price o1 1 , one
lat, bu't understand, I do not w-ant your mone,Y
unless you are perfectly aa,tlstled to send it. Isn l
that fair f \'\o11y softer anY longer v.·ben rellet is
thus o!!ered you !ree. Don't dolay. Write todll3'.

tb~1

Mark H. Jackson, No. SOSO, Dur.ti.On Bldir.,
Syracuse, N. Y.
M.r. Jackson ls rcsl)Onslble, Above statement true.

HOW TO MAKE LOVE'

(NEW BOOK) Tells how to Get
Acquainted; How to Begin Courtship
How to Court a Bashful Girl; to Woo a

Widow; to win an HeirC$S; bow to catch

a Rich Bachelor; how to manage your

beau to make him propose;how to make
yourfellow or Jl'irl love you; T,hat to d<>
before ind after the wedding. Tells
other things n~cessary for l,,OTers ta

know, Sample COP.)' b,: mall IO c.,nt,,

JiOUL BOOK '10,. Jlo~

8 119, .L'lorwalko toaa.

